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Introduction
1 This book updates the guidance contained in the previous edition of HSG47 
Avoiding danger from underground services. It outlines the dangers which can arise 
from work near underground services and gives advice on how to reduce the risk. 
It deals only with risks to the health and safety of people and is not concerned with 
damage which has no direct risks associated with it. However, precautions taken 
which reduce risks to the health and safety of people will generally also reduce 
the risk of damage to services. Remember too that damage can have a knock-on 
effect: consider for example the effect of the loss of a telephone service if a 999 call 
has to be made.


Where this guidance applies


2 This guidance applies to situations where underground services may be found 
and where work involves penetrating the ground at or below surface level. 
Buried services are widespread and it should be assumed they are present unless 
it has been shown otherwise.


3 For road resurfacing where ground penetration is contained within the wearing 
and base courses, the services encountered are likely to be limited to traffic sensor 
cables. Care will still need to be taken, in particular to avoid damage to surface 
boxes for valves, pressure points, test points etc. All other work will be covered 
by this guidance including work in footways and kerbing, regardless of depth, as 
underground services may be found near the surface. 


Who this guidance is aimed at 


4 This guidance is aimed primarily at clients, designers, planning supervisors, 
contractors, employers, owners and operators of underground services, managers 
and supervisors and others concerned with planning, organising and supervising 
work near such services. This includes work by or for the utilities and also 
roadworks, construction and demolition work. However, it is relevant to anyone 
who has responsibilities under relevant legislation (see Appendix 1) and contains 
a suggested text for use by employees who work near underground services (see 
Appendix 2).


How to use this guidance


5 Guidance on the general precautions to be taken to prevent damage to 
all types of underground services is contained in the section ‘Safe systems of 
work’. Additional guidance for each type of buried service is given in the section 
‘Precautions for particular services’, which should be read in conjunction with ‘Safe 
systems of work’. 


Definitions


6 The term ‘service(s)’ means all underground pipes, cables and equipment 
associated with the electricity, gas, water (including piped sewage) and 
telecommunications industries. It also includes other pipelines which transport a 
range of petrochemical and other fluids. It does not include underground structures 
such as railway tunnels etc.
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7  The term ‘service connection(s)’ means pipes or cables between distribution 
mains and individual premises


The dangers
8  Damage to underground services can cause fatal or severe injury. The main 
dangers are outlined in paragraphs 9 to 18.


Electricity cables


9  Injuries are usually caused by the explosive effects of arcing current, and by 
any associated fire or flames which may result, when a live cable is penetrated by 
a sharp object such as the point of a tool (see front cover). Such effects can also 
occur when a cable is crushed severely enough to cause internal contact between 
the conductors or between metallic sheathing and one or more conductors. Injuries 
are typically severe, potentially fatal, burns to the hands, face and body and electric 
shock is less likely. 


10  Incidents may also arise from cables which have been damaged but left 
unreported and unrepaired.


11  Other nearby services, such as plastic gas pipes, may also be at risk from 
damaged live electricity cables. This could result in explosions and a greater fire 
risk.


Gas pipes 


12 Damage to gas pipes can cause leaks which may lead to fire or explosion (see 
Figure 1). There are two types of damage:


n	 that which causes an immediate leak;
n	 that which causes a leak some time later. The damage may occur at the time 


the work is carried out or subsequently: for example poor reinstatement may 
leave a pipe inadequately supported or subject to unequal forces. 


Figure 1 Aftermath of a gas explosion, following damage to an underground gas  
service pipe
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Water pipes and sewers 


13  Although damage to water pipes is less likely to result in injury, the following 
may occur: 


n	 a jet of water from a main can injure a person. It may also contain stones or 
other hard objects ejected from the ground around the pipe; 


n	 leaks of water from underground pipes can affect adjacent services and reduce 
support for other structures, for example:


– damage to mains can result in flooding, leading to subsequent risks from 
drowning or the rapid collapse of support to the sides of an excavation;


– water can enter gas pipes if they are also damaged.


14  While some sewage is pumped at pressure, sewers are generally gravity-fed, 
and the main hazard from damage to a sewer is the possibility of contamination. 


Other pipelines 


15 The danger arising from damage to other pipelines depends on the nature of 
the conveyed fluid. Fluids and their associated dangers include:


n	 flammable liquids and gases - risk of fire and explosion;
n	 all fluids at elevated pressure - risk of injury from sudden release of contents;
n	 toxic liquids and gases - risk of poisoning; and 
n	 gases such as nitrogen, argon etc - risk of asphyxiation.


16 Very often a fluid will present a combination of risks, for example a liquid may 
be both toxic and flammable.


Telecommunication cables


17 Damage to telecommunication and cable TV cables may require expensive 
repairs and can cause considerable disruption to those relying on the system. 
However, the risk of personal injury is normally very low.


18 Flammable and toxic gases can enter cable-carrying ducts, particularly if the 
duct has been damaged. Such gases can accumulate in chambers, manholes etc 
and pose a risk to operatives who may need to work there.


Safe systems of work
General


19  A safe system of work has four basic elements:


n	 planning the work;
n	 plans;
n	 cable- and pipe-locating devices;
n	 safe digging practices.


20 These key elements complement each other, and all four should be used 
when working near buried services. More details of each are given in the sections 
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that follow. A flow diagram, describing part of the process, is on page 8. 


21 People responsible for planning or carrying out relevant work should liaise with 
the service owners/operators. It is important that owners/operators accept the 
need for close co-operation with those who have to excavate in the vicinity of their 
services. They should be prepared to help locate and identify the services when 
asked to do so, perhaps by sending a representative to the site. They should also 
consider further ways of improving and extending co-operation, particularly with 
other utilities, local authorities and contractors who have to perform a considerable 
amount of road and footway excavation.


22 When carrying out excavations, it is also important to:


n	 use the appropriate traffic signing on highways; this is described in a Code of 
Practice Safety at street works and road works;1


n	 avoid risks from other sources. Further information can be found in HSG185 
Health and safety in excavations.2
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Figure 2 Flow diagram


* For example, could services be non-metallic pipes?  Please refer to text for further information.
† In particular, visual evidence. Ensure that the presence of services, which may be unmarked on plans or for which no 
plans are available, has been considered, for example service connections.
** If there is visual evidence of services, but owners cannot be traced, despite all reasonable attempts to do so, any 
excavation could proceed but using hand-dug trial holes and proceeding with great care.


This flow diagram is intended to help give an understanding of the process from referring to 
plans on site through to the start of excavation, for example when excavating in a road or 
footway.  However it:  
n	 describes only part of the process; it does not, for example, describe planning the work, 


including reference to plans at the design stage;                                                    
n	 is a simplified picture and not a substitute for reading the text;                                                                                                                                  
n	 is not a substitute for a suitable and sufficient risk assessment;                                                                                                        
n	 does not take account of a number of other situations, eg cables embedded in concrete or 


those situations where resiting services is proposed.
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Training and supervision 
23  Employees should receive adequate instruction and training in correct 
procedures and the precautions to be taken. Appendix 2 could be used as a basis 
for training programmes. The Construction Industry Training Board (CITB)* can also 
give advice on available training. Note also that under the New Roads and Street 
Works Act 1991, a supervisor and at least one on-site operative at street works 
should have prescribed qualifications (see Appendix 1, paragraph 24).


24 Supervision should reflect the risks involved. Given the peripatetic nature of the 
work, the hazards involved and - as excavation proceeds - the changing nature 
of those hazards and conditions, supervisors should check regularly that, among 
other things, the work is being carried out according to instructions and that all 
precautions necessary are in place.


Planning the work


25  Many dangers can be avoided by careful planning before the work starts. Risk 
assessments should consider how the work is to be carried out, ensuring local 
circumstances are taken into account.


26  A permit system may be appropriate for particularly hazardous work. This 
would involve written authorisation by a responsible person, identifying the work 
to be done and the precautions to be taken. A permit system needs suitable 
supervision and monitoring to ensure that the conditions of a permit are complied 
with. 


27  The Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 1994 (CDM) provide 
a framework for the management of risks. The Regulations apply to demolition, 
notifiable projects and those involving more than four people, except that the 
designer’s duties under regulation 13 will always apply. Guidance for designers is 
given in the ‘Design’ section (see paragraphs 30 to 40). Further information on the 
application of the Regulations can be found in HSG224 Managing health and safety 
in construction and A guide to managing health and safety in construction.3,4


28  Even where the CDM Regulations do not apply in full, risks remain. The advice 
under ‘Where CDM applies’ (paragraphs 41 to 48) should help clients, contractors 
and others to comply with their duties towards employees, contractors and the 
public under the Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1974 (HSW Act) and under 
other health and safety legislation (see Appendix 1).


29  Further information on risk assessment and the management of health and 
safety can also be found in Management of health and safety at work.5


Design
30  The term ‘design’ includes drawings, design details, specifications, and bills of 
quantities. A designer is anyone who prepares these. For example, people planning 
the route of a new cable television scheme are designers. Designers will need to 
know if there are buried services present.


31  For building work, resiting the services away from the work is most often a 
reasonably practicable means of avoiding the risk. The service owner/operator 
should be asked to do this. Such requests will need to include a sufficient period of 
notice. 


* Construction Industry Training Board, Bircham Newton, King’s Lynn, Norfolk PE31 6RH 
Tel: 01485 577577.
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32  Other options to resiting the services may include:


n	 repositioning structures or parts of structures to ensure that services are 
avoided during the work;


n	 arranging for the supply to be disconnected during the work;*


n	 if none of these are possible, choosing methods to avoid the services, for 
example by using ground beams.


33  Permanent structures such as buildings should generally not be built over 
the services, as this may introduce additional risks to construction workers and 
can prevent future access to the services. If it is not possible to avoid building 
structures over any service, arrangements should be made with the utility to 
relocate the services in a duct, or something similar.


34  Designers should not overlook ancillary work including the erection of perimeter 
fencing and walling, or the position of roadways onto the site which may affect 
services at the site perimeter. Early identification and planning are essential if risks 
are to be controlled during the construction phase of the project.


35  Where new services such as electrical or gas supplies are being installed, it 
may be possible sometimes to reduce risks by not installing or commissioning 
them until other groundworks and work on the installation have been completed.


36  The options facing designers planning a new service in a roadway may be more 
limited. It is important to have information about existing services to help select 
a route for the new service which avoids them. The risk of contact with existing 
services can be reduced by choosing a route with a low density of buried services. 
For example, a cable television duct might be routed at the side of a road if there 
is a reduced cable density there. Designers of pipelines should also be aware of 
the guidance contained in the HSE publication A guide to the Pipelines Safety 
Regulations 19966 which advises that the parallel running of similar pipelines in the 
street should be avoided. Liaison with the owners of services is important as they 
are in a position to provide information to the designers to enable such decisions to 
be made.


37  Having reduced the risks to a level as low as reasonably practicable by design, 
information should be provided by the designer(s) about the risks which remain. In 
most cases the best way of informing contractors and individuals doing the work is 
by providing the information on drawings, ensuring that the information is the best 
available. When excavations are undertaken in the vicinity of buried services it is 
very important that operatives have access to clear, readable and accurate plans 
showing the location of buried services.


38  Among their other duties to provide information, designers are specifically 
required to make the client aware of when project work falls within the scope of the 
CDM Regulations. 


39  Further information for designers can be found in Designing for health and 
safety in construction.7


40  Designers are likely to find other information in the rest of this document 
useful, but note in particular the sections on ‘Plans’, and ‘Some specific sites and 
situations’.


* For periods of notice required by legislation to disconnect a service to a customer, 
contact the relevant utility or respective regulator.
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Where CDM applies
41  This section describes procedures that should be followed in addition to the 
designers’ duties, as a result of the CDM Regulations applying in full.


42  A client is a person or organisation for whom a project is carried out. In general, 
where a utility company is asked to provide permanent services for a building 
development, the utility will be acting as a contractor, and will be required to act 
under the direction of the principal contractor while on site. 


43  However, where the provision of services can be physically separated and 
demarcated from the site, then the utility will usually be acting as a client for the 
purposes of CDM. If the utility undertakes the work itself, then it will usually be a 
client and contractor. Where the work is undertaken by others, then they will be 
contractors in the usual way for the purposes of CDM. 
 
44  Clients have a duty to make reasonable enquiries about buried services, and 
pass relevant information to the planning supervisor, who should include it in the 
pre-tender health and safety plan. Information on buried services may be available 
from the client’s own health and safety file. If it is, remember that it may have been 
obtained for previous work and may be out of date. Up-to-date information should 
be included in the pre-tender health and safety plan (and ultimately transferred to 
the file). 
 
45  Tenderers should outline how they intend to manage the risks from buried 
services, also indicating the resources to be provided. 


46  Contractors arriving on site should be provided with information about the risks 
from buried services (see Figure 3). The principal contractor may make site rules 
(for example specifying acceptable types of equipment; the safe digging practices 
which may be used on site; working procedures; and commissioning procedures). 
Where services have been disconnected, this should be recorded and issued to the 
contractors working in that area. Contractors should co-operate with the principal 
contractor to ensure that any rules or agreed methods of working are adhered to.


Figure 3 Discussing the work on site
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47  The planning supervisor should ensure that the health and safety file contains 
updated information on buried services, for the benefit of those carrying out 
subsequent work. Whether the project involves excavating in the roadway to install 
a new service or to repair or maintain an existing service, a file will still be required 
where CDM applies.


48  If the client is a utility, the file information should allow them to update their own 
records on the position of their services and should be made available to others 
who will need to use this information for subsequent maintenance, repair and 
construction work.


Plans


Obtaining information on services
49  Plans or other suitable information about all buried services in the area should 
be obtained before excavation work starts, when the work is being planned. Most 
buried services belong to one of the utilities. Those that do not are likely to be 
found on or near commercial, industrial, military or other sites. Wherever possible 
owners/operators should be consulted. It should be remembered that for a number 
of types of service there may be more than one owner/operator in an area. 


50  The use of ‘one-call’ systems is recommended where available.  This allows 
those who wish to excavate, and who give sufficient notice, to obtain plans from 
a range of owners and operators through one contact. In addition, because of 
the difficulty in detecting some telecommunication cables and the cost of damage 
to them, telecommunication companies may prefer to visit the site to locate the 
cables.


51 Where it is not possible for those undertaking the excavation work to obtain 
information, as may be the case when emergency* work has to be undertaken, the 
work should be carried out as though there are buried services in the area.


52  Account should be taken of any indications that buried services exist, such as 
the presence of lamp-posts, illuminated traffic signs, gas service pipes entering 
buildings, pit covers, pipeline marker posts, evidence of reinstated trenches etc. 
However, if there are no such indications, this does not mean that there are no 
buried services.


Provision of plans by service owners
53  Owners/operators should provide either up-to-date, readable plans, which 
show the recorded line and depth (where known) of all their known services buried 
in the proposed work area, or other suitable information which achieves the same 
aim. A symbol key is likely to be important to help the recipient understand the 
plans. 


54  Owners/operators should do everything reasonably practicable to ensure 
that such information is made available to enquirers. They are likely to receive 
many routine applications for information and should consider how best to make 
information available at short notice. Where reasonably practicable, arrangements 
should also be made to deal with emergencies outside office hours so that 


* The New Roads and Street Works Act 1991 defines emergency works in relation to 
circumstances which are likely to cause danger to people or property. If the question arises 
in criminal or civil proceedings whether or not works were emergency works, it is for the 
person alleging that they were to prove that this was the case. Clients and contractors 
should not use ‘emergency work’ as an excuse to justify a failure to plan properly when 
starting work without plans or other suitable information about buried services in the area.
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operatives can be given plans of underground services when they receive their 
work instructions. Some owners/operators may have reservations, for reasons 
of security, about supplying copies of their underground services plans for areas 
such as those around important civil and military establishments. In such cases an 
alternative method should be used; for example a representative could be sent to 
the site to give information to legitimate contractors/utilities etc.


55  Utilities have made agreements to exchange records, as described in 
Recommendations for the exchange of records of apparatus between utilities.8


Use and limitation of plans
56  Plans vary in scale, content and style. Two examples are shown on pages 22 
and 26. Adequate instruction and training in how to read and interpret plans should 
be given to anyone who needs to use them.


57  Plans can give an indication of the location, configuration and number of 
underground services at a particular site, and should help subsequent tracing by 
locating devices. However, they are rarely drawn accurately to scale and, even if 
they claim to be, they should not be relied upon to obtain distances. For example, 
errors may have been made during drafting, or reproduction may have changed 
the scale, especially if the plan was obtained from a microfiche slide or digital map. 
Accuracy may be further limited because:


n	 the position of reference points (eg the kerb line) may have changed since the 
plans were drawn;


n	 regrading of the surface may mean that the depths shown are now incorrect;
n	 services, particularly cables, may have been moved without the knowledge of 


their owners/operators;
n	 in many cases service connections are not marked;
n	 services, marked as straight lines may, in practice, snake. Excessively long 


cables may have been laid in horizontal loops outside substations, switch 
rooms etc;


n	 plans may show spare ducts; and
n	 the routes of older services in particular may not have been recorded, so the 


absence of records should never be taken as proof that the area in question is 
free of underground services.


58  These limitations make it very important that other indicators (for examples see 
paragraph 52) are taken into account and that suitable locating devices and safe 
digging methods are used. Further notes on the use and limitations of plans for 
electricity cables and gas pipes are given in ‘Precautions for particular services’. 


59  In certain cases, such as construction site work and large-scale road 
excavation work, it is recommended to transfer the information onto the working 
plans for the guidance of those carrying out the work. Information transferred 
should include all relevant features, such as valve pits, depths etc. Particular care 
should be taken where topographical changes have occurred since services were 
laid.


Cable- and pipe-locating devices 


60  The position of any services in or near the proposed work area should be 
pinpointed as accurately as possible by means of a locating device (see Figure 4), 
using plans, and other information (see paragraph 52) as a guide to the possible 
location of services and to help interpret the signal. 


Figure 4   
Using a cable locator
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Types of locating devices
61  The main types available can be classed as follows:


n	 Hum detectors are receiving instruments which detect the magnetic field 
radiated by electricity cables which have a current flowing through them. They 
do not respond to:


– cables where there is little or no current flowing, for example service 
connection cables to unoccupied premises or street lighting cables in the 
daytime;


– direct current cables;
– some well-balanced high-voltage cables, where these generate relatively 


little field (which in turn may be further screened by the cable sheathing).


n	 Radio frequency detectors are receiving instruments which respond to low-
frequency radio signals, which may be picked up and re-emitted by long metallic 
pipes and cables. If radio frequency detection is used, other metallic objects may 
re-radiate the signal and results may vary appreciably according to locality, length 
of the buried cable or pipe and distance from the termination and geographical 
orientation.


n	 Transmitter-receiver instruments - a small portable transmitter or signal 
generator can be connected to a cable or pipe or placed very close to it so that 
the signal is introduced into it. The receiver can then detect this signal. Usually 
the location of some part of the cable or pipe needs to be already known so 
that the transmitter can be properly positioned and these locators generally 
require more skill to operate than most other types. They can, however, 
provide useful information in difficult situations where the techniques using hum 
detectors and radio frequency detectors have not been successful.


n	 Metal detectors - conventional detectors will usually locate flat metal covers, 
joint boxes etc, but may well miss round cables or pipes.


n	 Ground probing radar - a method which is capable of detecting anomalies 
in the ground. When these anomalies can be plotted into a continuous line, 
this may indicate a cable, duct or pipe. However, this technique alone would 
not determine the precise nature of the service and it should be supported 
by information available about the services present, and also preferably with 
the use of other, more conventional, forms of locating device. Knowledge of 
ground conditions is important. For example, false readings are most likely 
where there are boulders and debris in the ground or where the ground has 
often been disturbed. Because of equipment costs, and the need for specialist 
training, it may be cost-effective to use firms specialising in this technique. 


62  Some commercially available instruments use more than one of the techniques 
listed in paragraph 61 and may include a depth-measuring facility. 


Use of locating devices
63 The degree of confidence with which buried services can be detected depends 
on a number of factors such as: 


n	 the training, skill, hearing and experience of the operator;
n	 the characteristics of the device being used;
n	 the calibration and reliability of the locating device;
n	 the type, length and depth of the service;
n	 for cables, the magnitude of the current being carried; and
n	 the effects of other nearby services. 


64  It is very important that anyone who uses a locator should have received 
thorough training in its use and limitations. Locating devices should always be 
used in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions and should be regularly 
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checked and maintained in good working order.


65  A locator may not be able to distinguish between cables or pipes running close 
together and may represent them as a single signal. If, for example, two are sited 
one above the other, the lower one may not be detected. Exposing one cable or 
pipe does not mean that there is not another close by. Frequent and repeated 
use should be made of locators during the course of the work. Service 
location is likely to become more accurate as cover is removed.


66  Locators (with the possible exception of ground-probing radar) do not detect 
plastic pipes or other non-metallic services unless either: 


n	 a metallic tracer wire has been laid with the pipe. This enables a signal 
transmitter/receiver to be used. Plastic gas and water pipes are the non-
metallic services most likely to be encountered and few have been laid with 
metallic tracer wires in the past, with the exception of plastic pipes on liquefied 
petroleum gas (LPG) metered estates; or 


n	 a small signal transmitter is inserted into and pushed along the pipe. This is a 
sophisticated technique which is not likely to be appropriate for most jobs.


67  Many telecommunication and railway signalling cables also cannot be located 
by locating devices, unless metal components (such as a metal sheath) are 
connected to earth.


68  The line of any identified services should be noted and marked with waterproof 
crayon, chalk or paint on paved surfaces (use biodegradable paint or erase residual 
markings as far as possible after excavation), or with wooden pegs in grassed or 
unsurfaced areas. Steel pins, spikes or long pegs which could damage services 
laid at shallow depth should not be used.


Safe digging practice


Exposing services
69  Excavation work should be carried out carefully and follow recognised safe 
digging practices. Once a locating device has been used to determine position 
and route, excavation may proceed, with trial holes dug using suitable hand tools 
as necessary to confirm the position of any buried services. Special care should 
be taken when digging above or close to the assumed line of such a service. 
Hand-held power tools and mechanical excavators are the main causes of 
danger and they should not be used close to underground services. Advice 
on appropriate safety margins from electricity cables, gas pipes and other pipelines 
is given in the relevant sections of ‘Precautions for particular services’.


70  Hand tools can also be a common source of accidents if incorrectly used. 
However, when used carefully, they can normally provide a satisfactory way of 
exposing buried services, once the approximate positions have been determined 
using plans and locators.


71  Every effort should be made to excavate alongside the service rather 
than directly above it. Final exposure of the service by horizontal digging is 
recommended, as the force applied to hand tools can be controlled more 
effectively. Insulated tools should be used when hand digging near electric cables. 
In particular:


n	 spades and shovels (preferably those with curved edges) should be used rather 
than other tools. They should not be thrown or spiked into the ground, but 
eased in with gentle foot pressure;
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n	 picks, pins or forks may be used with care to free lumps of stone etc, and to 
break up hard layers of chalk or sandstone;


n	 picks should not be used in soft clay or other soft soils near to buried services.


72  Particular care is also necessary:


n	 when driving in fence pins or penetrating the ground with any other such 
object;


n	 when gas leak search techniques such as barholing are used.9 (Normally the 
gas emergency service would undertake this technique - see paragraph 140.)


73  Safe methods of excavating around service pipes include water jetting and 
high-velocity air jets, which can incorporate vacuum removal of excavated material. 
These devices remove soil and can be used to expose buried services. They 
have limitations and will not work on all materials and ground conditions such as 
concrete. The precautions needed to prevent injury from ejected soil and other 
material should be assessed. 


74  Once exposed, services may need to be supported and should never be 
used as hand- or footholds for climbing out of excavations.


75  All services should be assumed to be live until disconnected and proven safe 
at the point of work. Obtain written confirmation of disconnection from the owner/
operator before removing a redundant service.


Figure 5 Using an air digging tool
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76  If a buried service suffers damage during the excavation or subsequent work, 
the owner/operator must be informed. In the case of electricity cables, gas pipes, 
other pipelines or high-pressure water mains, arrangements should be made to 
keep people well clear of the area until it has been repaired or otherwise made safe 
by the owner/operator.


77  Further advice when exposing particular types of services can be found in 
‘Precautions for particular services’.


Personal protective clothing
78  Burns are the main injuries that result from damage to live buried electrical 
cables or from fire or explosion following a gas leak. In many cases burns are 
made more severe by the injured person working bare-chested. Even ordinary 
work clothing can greatly reduce the severity of the burns and protective clothing is 
better (for further advice on clothing for work near electricity cables see paragraph 
120). However clothing made from man-made fibres such as nylon may melt and 
stick to the skin, increasing the severity of the burns. The wearing of protective 
clothing should never be a substitute for a safe system of work.


Identifying exposed services
79  Once underground services have been uncovered, failure to identify them 
correctly is another common cause of accidents. A wide variety of materials and 
colours have been used for services over the years. Furthermore some services 
may be very similar in appearance and some services run in ducts made of various 
materials including asbestos cement, making them difficult to identify. The following 
approaches should be adopted until the identity of the service has been positively 
confirmed:


n	 water pipes, electricity cables and telecommunication cables may be covered 
in black plastic. If any black plastic service is found, it should be assumed to be 
a live electricity cable; 


n	 iron and steel water pipes and gas pipelines may appear very similar. If any 
such pipe is uncovered, it should be treated as if it were a gas pipe;


n	 continuously welded steel pipes should always be treated as containing a 
hazardous or high-pressure fluid; 


n	 at collieries, beware of electricity cables, some of which are yellow or blue and 
may be mistaken for other services;


n	 on some building sites beware of electricity cables being placed in yellow 
service pipes or blue water pipes;


n	 where there is any doubt about the identity of an exposed service 
it should be treated as an electricity cable or gas pipe until proved 
otherwise. 


80  For modern installations, a national colour coding system for buried services 
has been agreed by most utilities, as described in the NJUG publication The 
identification of small buried mains and services.10 In summary, the system is as 
follows:
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81  It is important to remember that:


n	 old, non-utility services or other pipelines may not conform to this system;
n	 colours may look different under poor or artificial lighting; and
n	 ducts could include any of the services, although this is less likely to occur for 


telecommunication and cable television ducts.


82  This colour coding system should not be confused with the one contained in 
BS 171011 which generally applies to above-ground building and process services. 


Backfilling
83  Backfilling of any excavation should be done carefully. Where possible, any 
warning tiles, tape etc above the services should be put back in their original 
position unless visual examination after exposure showed this to be incorrect, 
in which case they should be replaced above the service to which they refer. 
Warning tape should not be used for any other purpose (for example guarding an 
excavation) and should not be discarded in an excavation during backfilling. Backfill 
materials containing items likely to damage the services, such as large pieces of 
rock and hard core, should not be used. Further information on backfilling can be 
obtained from:


n	 utilities and owner/operators, for their particular services;
n	 paragraph 143 for backfilling around gas pipes (where long-term damage is a 


particular hazard);
n	 the Code of Practice (under the New Roads and Street Works Act 1991) 


Specification for the reinstatement of openings in highways.12


84  If the plans or other information have proved to be inaccurate (for example a 
service has been found well away from its recorded position), the owners/operators 
should be informed (preferably before the excavation is backfilled) and they should 
amend their records accordingly.


Some specific sites and situations


Safe systems of work for trenchless methods
85  Trenchless methods are increasingly being used for laying and renovating 
buried pipes and cables, particularly where there is a need to avoid surface 
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disruptions.13 The most widely used techniques are directional drilling (see Figure 
6), impact moling, microtunnelling, pipe bursting and auger boring. 


86  Plans, locating devices and trial excavations should be used to locate existing 
services in the same way as for open cut excavation methods. The route of the 
device being used should then be planned accordingly. Care should be taken when 
using trenchless methods to avoid colliding with, and thereby damaging, other 
services. In addition, if moling or pipe bursting are undertaken too near to other 
services or ducts, displaced soil may damage or enter them.


87  As a general guide, to avoid damage and to allow sufficient clearance for 
maintenance of the services, the minimum clearance between adjacent services 
should be either 250 mm or one and a half times the diameter of the pipe being 
laid, whichever is the greater. For electricity cables, clearances for maintenance 
work should be approximately 300 mm.15 However, clearances for any technique 
may need to be varied, taking into account such factors as the construction of 
adjacent plant, ground conditions, bore diameter, the accuracy and reliability of 
the technique/equipment being used and whether the other plant is parallel to or 
crosses the proposed line. Any requirements of the owners of adjacent services 
should be taken into account. 


88  Moles are prone to deflection from their original course and if there are existing 
services in the vicinity a mole tracking device should be used. Where trenchless 
techniques are used, all equipment should be effectively earthed at all times it is in 
use, using an equipotential mat as required, in case it hits a power cable causing 
the machinery to become live.


89  Further information can be obtained from Horizontal directional drilling and 
impact moling.14


Figure 6 Horizontal drilling being used for laying a cable under a road
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New housing developments
90  Underground services within the confines of partly completed housing 
developments are especially prone to damage from ongoing construction work. 
Each utility should keep to its agreed position as in NJUG publication Number 7.15 
A common trench may help to control the position and separation of underground 
services. Special arrangements may be necessary to restrict vehicle and mobile 
plant crossings to locations where temporary protection for the services has been 
provided. Advice on the installation and protection of buried electricity cables 
feeding plant used for construction work (eg cranes, hoists etc) is given in HSG141 
Electrical safety on construction sites.16


91  Close liaison should be maintained between the developers, their contractors, 
and the utilities. A marked-up plan of the estate showing the up-to-date position 
of buried services (including any variations from planned routes) should be kept on 
site by the builder/developer for the information of those involved in excavation and 
groundwork.


Installation of new services near existing services
92  New underground services often have to be laid in ground which contains 
existing services. Where it is reasonably practicable to do so, the utility planning the 
new installation should aim to site it so that it is separated from all existing buried 
services by the distances specified in NJUG publication Number 715 (some of which 
are referred to in paragraph 87). 


93  Where, because of buried services congestion, this standard cannot be 
attained, there should be as great a separation as is reasonably practicable. Where 
the installation of a service would obstruct access to an existing service for more 
than a few metres, then all reasonably practicable means should be used to avoid 
this. In particular, the practice of laying multiple ducts directly above other services 
should be avoided.  


94  If the utility or its contractors laying the new service have had to reduce the 
separation, they should inform the utility whose service has been affected. The 
utility can then amend their records for future reference.


Demolition sites
95  Special problems can arise in the case of service terminations in derelict 
property or on demolition sites. Anyone concerned with demolition work should 
give adequate notice to the relevant gas, electricity and water undertakings of their 
intention to demolish any premises. Work should not start until either they have 
confirmed in writing that the supply has been disconnected, or other appropriate 
safeguarding action has been taken. 


96  Buried services on industrial or commercial sites may be owned by the 
site occupier. A contractor who is to demolish buildings or plant on such a site 
should contact the owner or occupier, in addition to the utilities and other service 
operators, to ensure that all relevant services are isolated before work starts.


97  Even where supplies have been disconnected, beware of, for example:


n	 services that run through sites and are not part of the site supplies;
n	 pot-ended or bottle-ended cables (see paragraph 110); and if in doubt, treat 


services as ‘live’.


98  Further advice on demolition can be found in BS 6187.17 
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Precautions for particular 
services
99  This section gives advice on matters which relate to the main types of 
underground service. It is additional information and should be read and 
used in conjunction with the advice contained in the ‘Safe systems of work’ 
section.


Electricity cables


Planning the work and plans
100 Most service cables belong to the regional electricity company (look under 
‘Electricity’ in the telephone directory). However, it is possible that some cables 
belong to other bodies such as the highway or roads authority, the street lighting 
authority, electricity generating companies, National Grid Company, Ministry of 
Defence, railway operator (usually Network Rail) or other companies. 


101  Risk assessment should take into account the nature of local electrical 
hazards, such as the presence of a solid, fringe-fused cable system, as exists, for 
example, in London.


102  Figure 7 shows an example of an electricity cable plan. Note, however, that 
symbols vary between utilities and advice should be sought from the issuing office. 
Remember that high-voltage cables may be shown on separate plans from low-
voltage cables.


103  For electricity cables more than other services, there may be a need to make 
dead for the work to proceed safely. It should be remembered that normally 
electricity companies have to give five days notice to customers whose supply is 
to be disconnected (see footnote to paragraph 32) and so, combined with other 
logistics of the process, making dead will normally take longer than five days. 


Cable locating devices
104  Hum detectors are simple to use but they do not detect all cables - see 
paragraph 61. A locator with a radio frequency detection mode may detect cables 
which a hum detector may miss and should be used as a back-up check.


105  If a cable recorded on a plan cannot be located, seek appropriate assistance 
or advice. If digging has to start before such assistance or advice has been 
obtained, extreme care should be taken.
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Figure 7 Example of an electricity plan
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Safe digging practice
106  In most cases there will be no permanent surface marker posts or other visible 
indication of the presence of a buried cable. Even if no cables are shown on plans 
or detected by a locator, there may still be cables present, which could be live and 
a close watch should be kept for any signs which could indicate their presence.


107  Most underground cables are laid in trenches between 450 mm and 1 m 
deep. Some high-voltage (HV) cables will be deeper. However depths should 
never be assumed. Cables can be found just below the surface and even shallow 
excavations (for example for removal of a footpath base course) may be a source 
of danger. Remember this, particularly where:


n	 the ground has been disturbed; or 
n	 lifting paving slabs or kerb stones; or
n	 there are cellars or structures such as bridges in the area which may have 


prevented cables being laid at standard depths.


108  Cables may have been laid directly in the ground with a bed or surround of fine 
soil or sand, or in cement-bound sand, or in earthenware or plastic pipes or ducts. 
Very occasionally they may be in steel pipes. They may have a layer of tiles, slabs 
or coloured plastic marker tape laid above them. On the railway infrastructure, 
yellow plastic mesh is often used to cover them. However, any such protection 
may have been disturbed and moved and should not be relied upon to give an 
accurate indication of a cable position. Although most HV cables would normally 
have tiles or marker tapes laid over them, low-voltage (LV) cables and some HV 
cables, where they have been installed in ducts as ‘trenchless’ installations, may be 
laid without separate protective cover. 


109  A cable is positively located only when it has been safely exposed. Even then, 
digging should still proceed with care as there may be other cables and services 
adjacent or lower down. In addition, some lines of 11 kV or greater can be laid out 
as separate single phase cables, spread out up to 600 mm across, particularly near 
cable joints.


110  Occasionally, cables are terminated in the ground by means of a seal, 
sometimes with external mechanical protection. These ‘pot-ended’ or ‘bottle-
ended’ cables should be treated as live and should not be assumed to be 
abandoned or disused. They can be difficult to detect with locators even when 
‘live’.


111  Sometimes there may also be joints in cables. These may be enclosed in 
earthenware pipes, filled compound, or be of cast iron or plastic epoxy-filled 
casings. They need proper support and should not be roughly treated. They should 
not be moved except in consultation with the owner.


112  Using hand-held power tools to break up hard surfaces often leads to 
accidents. Where practicable, such power tools should only be used 500 mm or 
more away from the indicated line of a cable buried in or below a hard surface. 
Having done so, the cable should then be positively located by careful hand 
digging under the hard surface. The hard surface should be gradually removed until 
the cable is exposed. If the cable is not so exposed then it must be assumed to be 
embedded within the surface. Where possible a cable locator should be used as a 
depth guide down the side of the excavation. The 500 mm safety margin may be 
reduced:


n	 where congestion of buried cables renders it impracticable; or
n	 where surface obstructions limit the space available;
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but only if the line of the cable has been positively identified by plans and 
confirmed by a locator. 


113  Because of the difficulty in confirming depth, hand-held power tools should 
never be used over the cable unless either:


n	 the cable has already been exposed by digging under the surface to be broken 
out and it is at a safe depth (at least 300 mm) below the bottom of the hard 
surface material; or


n	 physical precautions have been taken to prevent the tool striking the cable. 


Cables in concrete
114  Excavating close to electricity cables buried in concrete is dangerous. For 
this reason alone electricity cables should not be buried in concrete and the 
owners should ensure that their own employees and contractors are aware that 
this practice is unacceptable. 


115  Using mechanical means to break up concrete can cause damage to cables 
and if the cable is live, anyone present is likely to be injured.


116  Careful planning is important to find alternative routes or, failing that, to 
arrange for the cable to be made dead (see also paragraph 103 and the footnote 
to paragraph 32). Cable owners are likely to want to attend the site to verify the 
circumstances surrounding any request to make dead. Electricity companies 
should co-operate, subject to the request being reasonable, and deal with the 
request as soon as possible. An alternative supply or bypass arrangement could 
be used to help allow the cable to be made dead.


117  Work with the cable live should only be done if it is unreasonable in 
all the circumstances for the cable to be dead and suitable precautions 
are taken to prevent injury. If there is no alternative route, and the cable 
cannot be made dead, then alternative safe methods of excavation should be 
agreed with the cable owners. Remember that powered hand tools used close to 
live cables are likely to represent the greatest risk of injury.


118  When excavation can proceed safely only after a buried cable has been 
made dead, and where permits-to-work or other safety documents are used, 
the parties involved should continue to liaise to ensure that work covered by the 
permit is completed, and workmen are clear, before the circuit is re-energised. 
Where it is clear there is a risk of damage to a cable during the course of any 
work, the owner may wish to have a presence on site.


119  Where mechanical excavators are used in the possible vicinity of underground 
cables, the work should be arranged so that damage to cables is avoided so far as 
is reasonably practicable and so that everyone is kept well clear of the excavator 
bucket while it is digging. Drivers should have been instructed to stay in the cab if a 
cable is struck. If they have to leave the cab, they should jump clear. If drivers climb 
down, they may be electrocuted. When a cable is struck, a watch should be kept 
on the machine and no one should go down into the excavation or approach the 
mechanical excavator or the cable until the cable owner has made the damaged 
cable safe.


120  With electricity cable accidents, there may be flash burns, spatter burns from 
molten metal, electrical burns and direct electric shock. Direct electric shock is rare. 
Where electricity cables may be encountered during excavation work, employers 
should consider in their risk assessments whether the work justifies wearing 
clothing designed to protect against electric arc, or flame-retardant clothing. 
Advice on the suitability and performance of personal protective clothing should be 
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available from reputable companies specialising in its supply.


121  Where cables have been exposed:


n	 any damage should be reported to the cable owners immediately and work 
should not be undertaken in the vicinity of a damaged cable until the owner has 
investigated its condition;


n	 for more than 1 m and they cross a trench, support should be provided. 
Where advice and help is needed to do this, the cable owner should be 
contacted. If the exposed cable length is shorter than 1 m, support should 
still be considered if joints have been exposed or the cable appears otherwise 
vulnerable to damage;


n	 suitable precautions should be taken to prevent damage from ongoing work 
in the excavation. This may involve for example the use of physical means 
(eg timber boards, sandbags etc) to prevent mechanical damage. Materials 
or equipment which could damage or penetrate the outer sheath of the cable 
should not be used. Cables lying in the bottom of an excavation are particularly 
vulnerable and should be protected by nail-free wooden planks, troughing or 
other suitable means;


n	 cables should not be moved aside unless the operation is supervised by the 
cable owners;


n	 precautions should be taken to prevent access by members of the public, 
especially children.


Gas pipes


122  Most underground gas pipes are operated by either BG Transco or other 
public gas transporters (PGT) (look under ‘Gas’ in the telephone directory). The 
main exception is estates fed from bulk-stored liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) 
where the pipes may be owned by the estate owners or other private individuals. 
In the latter case, owners/managers should be able to provide information, but on 
certain estates (for example caravans or other rented accommodation) owners and 
managers may not be available round the clock. Further information may also be 
obtained from the LPG supplier whose name and telephone number (manned 24 
hours) should be displayed at the bulk storage vessel compound, or, for buried 
LPG tanks, at the segregated area above the tanks. The risk from leaking LPG is 
greater than from a natural gas leak as it is heavier than air and does not disperse 
so readily. It can also travel great distances below ground level before accumulating 
at low level. 


Planning the work
123  It is important that the location of underground gas pipelines is considered 
when planning building, excavation, landfill or other such work. Such activities may 
either cause damage to the pipelines or deny access to them for maintenance 
purposes. Early contact at the planning stage is very important as it will allow full 
discussion of proposals to ensure the safety of plant and operators. 


124  Where heavy plant may have to cross the line of a gas pipe during 
construction work, the number of crossing points should be kept to a minimum. 
They should be clearly indicated and crossings not allowed at other places along 
the line of the pipe. Where the pipe is not adequately protected by an existing 
road, crossing points should be suitably reinforced with sleepers, steel plates or a 
specially constructed reinforced concrete raft as necessary. The pgt will advise on 
the type of reinforcement necessary.


Plans
125  Plans do not normally show the position of service connections and their 
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existence should be assumed. It may be possible to estimate the probable line of 
the service connection pipe from the gas meter position, or from the point of entry 
into the premises.


126  Gas plant may also be shown by PGT valve boxes, pits and housings. 
However, covers for valve boxes and pits will sometimes not show clearly whether 
gas is the service present; if in doubt, contact the PGT. Pits and housings may also 
indicate the presence of small-bore control pipes. 
 
127  Where the presence of gas pipes which operate at pressures of 2 bar (30 psig) 
and above is indicated, consult the pgt before work begins.


128  An example of a plan of underground gas pipes is shown in Figure 8. 


Figure 8 Example of a plan of gas pipes
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Pipe-locating devices
129  Radio frequency detection or transmitter/receiver types of locating device 
should be used to help locate metallic gas pipes before excavation. However, many 
gas pipes are made of polyethylene (PE) and unless they incorporate a tracer wire, 
these cannot be traced by such devices. As a result it is especially important to use 
plans and safe digging practices. 


Safe digging practice and avoidance of long-term damage
130  The depth of cover for gas mains laid in a roadway is normally about 750 mm, 
and for those laid in a footway about 600 mm. The depth of cover for gas service 
connections is normally about 450 mm in both roads and footways. However, on 
private property, including at entry positions to buildings, the depth of cover for the 
service connection may be less, about 375 mm. High-pressure gas transmission 
pipelines are usually buried with at least 900 mm cover. Remember that these 
depths are only a guide, and that pipes may be found at shallower depths. 


131  Gas pipes are generally laid directly in the ground, although in certain soils 
selective backfill may have been used as a bed and pipe surround and on occasion 
pipes may be laid in ducts. Ductile iron pipe will sometimes be found wrapped in 
loose-fit polyethylene (PE) sleeving as protection against corrosion. PE mains may 
be inserted into redundant iron gas mains and PE service connection pipes may be 
inserted into yellow convoluted ducting on new housing estates. 


132  Markers may also have been used to indicate gas services, namely:


n	 marker tiles, which may have been used above gas pipes, for example when 
they have been laid at shallow depths in bridges or above cellars;


n	 coloured plastic markers, including for PE mains (see Figure 9);
n	 marker posts/plates, which may show the position and size of valves or test 


points on gas mains.


Figure 9 Yellow plastic tape, laid above a gas pipe
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However, such markers may have been disturbed and should not be relied upon as 
an accurate indicator of position.


133  PE gas pipes should be located by hand digging before mechanical excavation 
begins. This may also be necessary for metallic pipes if they have not been 
successfully located by a pipe-locating device. This is particularly important for 
service connection pipes which will not be marked on plans. A suitable hand 
digging method is to dig a trial trench along the road near the kerb or in the 
footway where the service connection pipes are likely to be at their shallowest. 
When the positions and depth of the pipes have been determined, work can 
proceed. 


134  Gas pipes may have projections such as valve housings, siphons and stand 
pipes which are not shown on the plans. To allow for this, mechanical excavators 
should not be used within 500 mm of a gas pipe. Greater safety distances may be 
advised by the PGT or operator, depending on pressure.


135  The danger created by damaging a gas pipe with an excavator is much 
greater than if the damage is done with a hand-held power tool (the opposite is 
true for work near electricity cables and this is reflected in the different safe digging 
practices). It is worth remembering that the effects may not only occur at the point 
of impact, for example:


n	 damage to a service connection may result in unseen damage to the 
connection inside the building;


n	 gas from a damaged pipe may travel along the line of a service pipe into a 
building, causing a dangerous build-up of gas there.


136  Hand-held power tools can also damage buried gas pipes and should be used 
with care until the exact position of a buried pipe has been determined. They may 
be used to break a paved or concrete surface above a gas pipe, unless there are 
any indications that the pipe is particularly shallow or close to the surface to be 
broken up.


137  Where pipe restraints or thrust blocks are close to gas mains, these (and the 
ground supporting them) should never be disturbed, as this can cause sudden 
failure of the main.


138  Because of the risks they pose, the following should not be undertaken 
without consultation with the PGT:


n	 the use of explosives within 30 m of any gas pipe;
n	 piling or vertical boring within 15 m of any gas pipe;
n	 excavation work within 10 m of any above-ground gas installation;
n	 building a manhole, chamber or other structure over, around or under a gas 


pipe;
n	 work which results in a reduction of cover or protection over a pipe.


139  If welding or other hot work involving naked flames is to be carried out within 
10 m of exposed gas plant, the pgt should be asked to check the atmosphere 
before work begins and monitoring should continue during the work. Care should 
be taken to ensure that no damage occurs, particularly to plastic gas pipes or to 
the protective coatings on other gas pipes.


140  If a gas leak is suspected, repairs should not be attempted. Instead the 
following action should be taken immediately:


n	 evacuate everyone from the immediate vicinity of the escape. If the service 
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connection to a building or the adjacent main has been damaged, warn the 
occupants to leave the building, and any adjoining building, until it is safe for 
them to return;


n	 inform BG Transco by telephoning the gas emergency number 0800 111999. 
BG Transco will inform other PGTs if necessary;


n	 prohibit smoking, and extinguish all naked flames and other sources of ignition, 
within at least 5 m of the leak; and


n	 help PGT staff, police or fire services as requested.


141  It is important to report any damage, however slight, to the owner. Where an 
excavation uncovers a gas pipe with a damaged wrapping, the owner should be 
told so that repairs can be made to prevent future corrosion and leakage.
142  Where gas pipes cross or run alongside excavations, changes in backfill etc 
may cause differential ground settlement and increased stress in the pipe. For 
pipes alongside excavations, the degree of risk depends upon the depth of the 
excavation, the distance of the pipe from the excavation and the type of soil. 
Wherever an excavation may affect support for a gas pipe, the owner should be 
consulted. In some cases it may be necessary to divert the gas pipe before work 
begins. Further information is contained in the Model consultative procedure for 
pipeline construction involving deep excavation.18


143  When backfilling an exposed gas pipe, the following should be observed:


n	 backfill material adjacent to gas plant should be suitable fine material or sand, 
containing no stones, bricks or lumps of concrete;


n	 the backfill should be suitably compacted. Where the excavation has exposed 
an existing gas pipe, compaction should give comparable support and 
protection to that before the excavation. In all situations, compaction beneath 
the pipe is particularly important to prevent any settlement which would 
subsequently damage the pipe;


n	 there should be no power compaction until 200 mm cover of selected fine fill 
has been suitably compacted;


n	 concrete backfill should not be used within 300 mm of a gas pipe.


144  If road construction is close to the top of a gas pipe, the owner/operator 
should be asked about necessary precautions. The road construction depth should 
not be reduced without permission from the local highway or roads authority.


145  Anyone who carries out work near underground gas plant should observe 
any specific requirements made by PGT staff, and ensure that access to the 
plant by those staff is available at all times. No unauthorised repairs to gas pipes 
should be made. If in doubt, seek advice from BG Transco or the other 
appropriate PGT, if different. The addresses and telephone numbers for all 
emergencies and enquiries can be found in the telephone directory under 
‘Gas’.


Water pipes and sewers


146  To avoid the effects of frost, water mains and sewers are generally laid at 
depths of 900 mm or more; water services to premises are normally at about 750 
mm cover, unless local circumstances necessitate shallower depths. In general, 
work near underground water pipes is of low risk and most precautions are 
more concerned with reducing the cost of damage than with eliminating hazard. 
However, there are some dangers, and precautions should include:


n	 where work is carried out near water mains, plans should be obtained from the 
relevant water company and a pipe locator used. However, plastic pipes will 
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not be detectable by most locating devices. Safe digging practices should be 
followed, using hand tools as far as is practicable; 


n	 at bends in mains, concrete thrust blocks may be used. Under no 
circumstances should either thrust blocks or the ground supporting them be 
disturbed, as this can cause sudden failure of the main;


n	 exposed water pipes should be supported as necessary and the correct 
method of backfilling used. For advice, contact the relevant water company or 
water authority; 


n	 if a water pipe or its wrapping is damaged, the relevant water company or 
water authority and the owners of any other underground services which may 
be affected should be informed immediately. Unauthorised repairs should not 
be made.


Other pipelines 


147 Other pipelines are used to convey a wide range of fluids including oils and 
other petrochemicals, ethylene, oxygen, nitrogen and similar industrial gases and a 
number of other chemicals. 


148  The more hazardous of these pipelines (known as major accident hazard 
pipelines) will not normally be found in residential areas. They are usually in rural 
areas and often near chemical and petrochemical installations. Cross-country 
pipelines are also found in agricultural land. They usually cross roads, railways and 
motorways etc at right angles. 


Planning the work and plans
149  It is important to consider the location of underground pipelines before carrying 
out building, excavation, landfill, or other such work. Such activities may not only 
cause damage to pipelines but could also affect access to them for maintenance 
purposes in the future.


150  Signs indicating the presence of buried pipelines should be looked for, 
for example marker posts often show where pipelines cross roads and other 
boundaries. Both the landowner and local authority should be contacted for further 
information; it is a statutory requirement for plans of pipelines to be lodged with 
local authorities.


151  Liaison with the pipeline operator is important, as information can be provided 
about not only the location but also the nature of the fluid being transported, any 
restrictions on excavations in the vicinity of the pipeline, the precautions to be taken 
during excavating and action to be taken in an emergency. Accordingly, where 
work is proposed near pipelines, the specific requirements of pipeline operators 
should be adhered to.


Pipe locators
152  The majority of these pipelines are of welded steel construction and locators 
of the radio frequency detection or the transmitter/receiver types can be used to 
locate them before excavation.


Safe digging practice 
153  These pipelines may be laid directly in the ground, although sometimes 
selective backfill will have been used as a bed and pipe surround. They are 
normally buried with at least 900 mm cover and may be even deeper where they 
cross roads and railways. Therefore they are unlikely to be affected by shallow 
excavations.


154  Although marker posts/plates are sometimes used to indicate the position, size 
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and ownership of pipelines, such markers may have been disturbed and should not 
be relied upon as an accurate indicator of position.


155  Pipelines should be located by hand digging before mechanical excavators are 
used nearby. In any event, mechanical excavators should not be used within 500 
mm of a pipeline.


156  Most pipelines will be protected against corrosion by a coating. This will 
normally be:


n	 coal tar or bitumen - coloured black sometimes with traces of white limewash;
n	 polyethylene cladding - usually yellow; or 
n	 fusion-bonded epoxy powder - can be any colour - usually green or beige.


157  Some pipelines will be protected against corrosion by an alternative method 
known as cathodic protection, which will be linked to the pipeline by cabling. Both 
pipeline coatings and cathodic protection systems are susceptible to damage, 
even with hand tools, so great care is needed when excavating and backfilling 
and physical means of prevention (such as boards etc) should be used where 
appropriate. It is important to report to the owner/operator any damage, including 
to the corrosion protection, before the service is reburied.


Telecommunication cables


158  Owners of the cables should be consulted on precautions, to avoid costly 
damage. No special precautions are required to prevent danger.


First aid
159  Workers should know how to give emergency aid until help arrives. 
Competence in cardiopulmonary resuscitation and the immediate care of burns and 
unconsciousness would be an advantage. Help should be sought quickly if there is 
a serious accident and in remote locations means such as mobile phones, two-way 
radios etc may be the only way of doing this.


160  A casualty should not be moved unless in a position of danger. This is 
particularly important when the person has been thrown some distance and may 
have suffered injuries other than burns. People giving first aid should take care not 
to touch any exposed cables or tools that may be live.


161  Electric shock may cause unconsciousness, and the heart and breathing may 
stop; urgent action is then needed. It is essential to establish a clear airway and 
cardiopulmonary resuscitation should be given as soon as possible by someone 
competent and trained to do so.


162  Electrical burns are deceptive, with underlying damage possibly far more 
serious than appears on the surface. A sterile covering should be placed over the 
affected areas as soon as possible to reduce the risk of infection, and all burns 
cases should receive professional medical attention. Urgent help is essential 
for severe burns, which can prove fatal, and all cases of injury resulting from an 
electrical accident should be referred for professional treatment.


163  A first-aid container or small travelling first-aid kit should be provided with the 
standard contents as described in First aid at work.19 There should be enough 
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provided for the number of employees involved. Sterile triangular bandages and 
sterile dressings can be used to cover burns and a sterile, individually wrapped, 
paper disposable sheet or similar sterile covering may be used for burns involving 
an extensive body area. 


164  Advice on appropriate sources of first aid-training can be obtained from local 
offices of the Employment Medical Advisory Service.
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Appendix 1  Legislation
1  The following summary outlines the main legal requirements which apply to 
work near buried services. The list is not exhaustive and does not give a definitive 
interpretation of the law. It summarises the main issues to bear in mind when 
carrying out such work. 


The Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1974


2  The 1974 Act applies to all work activities whether or not the Construction 
(Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 199620 or the Construction (Design and 
Management) Regulations 19943 apply. 


3  Section 2(1) imposes a duty on an employer to ensure so far as is reasonably 
practicable the health, safety and welfare of employees while at work. This 
extends to the provision and maintenance of safe systems of work as well as such 
information, instruction, training and supervision as is necessary.


4  Section 3(1) imposes a duty on employers to take precautions, so far as is 
reasonably practicable, to ensure the health and safety of people not in their 
employment. This duty could apply to any owner/operator of underground services, 
to clients, local authorities or other utilities or contractors who have the necessary 
records and other information required by other contractors or subcontractors. 
Section 3(2) imposes a similar duty on the self-employed for the health and safety 
of themselves and others.


5  Section 4(2) imposes a duty on people in control of non-domestic premises to 
ensure, so far as is reasonably practicable, the health and safety of people not in 
their employment who are using those premises. The definition of premises is wide-
ranging and is not confined to buildings.


6  Section 7 imposes duties on each employee to take reasonable care for their 
own health and safety and for the health and safety of anyone else who may be 
affected by their acts or omissions at work, and to co-operate with their employer 
to enable the employer to comply with their duties.


The Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations 1992


7  These Regulations require employers and the self-employed to assess the 
risks arising from work activities.5 They should do this with a view to identifying 
the measures which need to be taken to comply with relevant health and safety 
legislation, therefore eliminating risks where possible and controlling those which 
remain.


The Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 1994


8  The Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 1994 apply to 
many construction projects (application is defined in regulation 3) and set 
out requirements in relation to their design and management. They place 
responsibilities on all those who can contribute to improving health and safety 
including clients, designers and contractors. Risks should be properly managed by 
action during the design, planning and execution phases of the project.
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The Construction (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1996


9  These Regulations apply to construction work as defined by regulation 2(1) of 
the Regulations. They therefore cover most work in the vicinity of buried services. In 
particular, regulation 12(8) requires, where reasonably practicable, the identification 
of underground cables and services before work starts and positive action to 
prevent injury.


The Provision and Use of Work Equipment Regulations 1998


10  These Regulations require that equipment is maintained in good repair. 
Employers should ensure that employees who use work equipment or who manage 
or supervise its use, have received adequate training in the risks involved, methods 
of use and precautions to be adopted.
 


The Electricity at Work Regulations 1989


11  The Regulations require that those in control of part or all of an electrical 
system should ensure that the system is safe when provided, safe to use, and that 
it is maintained in a safe condition.21 They also require that any work activity on or 
near an electrical system be carried out in such a manner as to prevent danger - 
excavation work should not be carried out unless all suitable and sufficient steps 
have been taken to identify and, as far as is reasonably practicable, prevent any 
risk from any underground cable or other underground electrical service (regulation 
4(3)). Regulation 14 requires that work should not be done on or near a live 
conductor, where danger may arise, unless:


n	 it is unreasonable in all the circumstances for it to be dead; and 
n	 it is reasonable in all the circumstances for the work to be done while it is live; 


and
n	 suitable precautions are taken to prevent injury.


The Reporting of Injuries, Diseases and Dangerous Occurrences 
Regulations 1995


12 These Regulations require employers and the self-employed to report certain 
occupational injuries, diseases and dangerous occurrences22,23 to the relevant 
enforcing authority (for incidents arising during excavation work this will almost 
certainly be the local office of the Health and Safety Executive). 


13  Any injury which results in a worker being unable to carry out the full range 
of their duties for more than three days (including rest days and holidays) is 
reportable. There is also a range of injuries defined as major injuries. These include 
injuries from electric shock or electrical burns (including those from arcing), causing 
unconsciousness or requiring resuscitation or leading to hospitalisation for more 
than 24 hours.


14  Where there are no reportable injuries, underground electrical cable strikes 
become reportable as dangerous occurrences where the resulting fire or electrical 
explosion had the potential to cause death or if it puts the cable out of action for 
more than 24 hours.


15  Certain pipeline incidents, including gas escapes, are also reportable as 
dangerous occurrences by the operator of the pipeline. Schedule 2, part 1, 
paragraph 14 lists dangerous occurrences associated with pipelines which are 
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reportable. (Certain pipelines are exempted, corresponding to those to which the 
Pipelines Safety Regulations do NOT apply, eg water mains, drains and sewers.) 
The dangerous occurrences include:


n	 the uncontrolled or accidental escape of anything from, or inrush of anything 
into, a pipeline which has the potential to cause the death of, major injury or 
damage to the health of any person or which results in the pipeline being shut 
down for more than 24 hours;


n	 any damage to any part of a pipeline which has the potential to cause the 
death of, major injury or damage to the health of any person or which results in 
the pipeline being shut down for more than 24 hours;


n	 any substantial and unintentional change in the position of a pipeline requiring 
immediate attention to safeguard the integrity or safety of a pipeline. 


The Gas Safety (Management) Regulations 1996


16  These Regulations are aimed at ensuring the natural gas distribution network is 
safely managed.24 To deal with gas leaks, they require the following:


n	 BG Group plc (or its successors) to provide a continuously manned, national 
freephone telephone service, so that people can report gas escapes;


n	 where BG Group plc (or its successors) is notified of escapes they should 
straight away notify the relevant gas conveyor or emergency service provider;


n	 the relevant gas conveyor or emergency service provider should go to where 
the gas is escaping as soon as reasonably practicable;


n	 gas conveyors/emergency service providers should stop gas escaping within 
12 hours. 


17 Where a gas escape from a service pipe or main has or was likely to have 
resulted in a fire or explosion, then the gas conveyor has to ensure an investigation 
is carried out.


The Pipelines Safety Regulations 1996 (PSR)


18 These Regulations deal with the safe design, construction and operation of 
pipelines. The scope includes requirements that:


n	 no person shall cause such damage to a pipeline as may give rise to a danger; 
and


n	 pipeline operators shall take reasonable steps to inform people of the existence 
and whereabouts of a pipeline to prevent damage to it.


19 The Approved Code of Practice L81 Design, construction and installation 
of gas service pipes25 gives practical guidance with the application of PSR with 
specific regard to gas service pipes. It requires gas service pipes to be installed 
in such a way that they are least likely to be affected by third party interference or 
subject to accidental damage.
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Other legislation


Gas Act 1995*
20 The Act updates provisions in the Gas Act 1986, including new licensing 
arrangements for public gas transporters, permitting competition in the domestic 
gas market.


New Roads and Street Works Act 1991 (NRSWA)†


21 This Act requires utilities and other undertakers (undertaker is a defined 
term under the Act) to give notice of their planned works under a variety of 
circumstances, depending upon the type of street in which the works are to be 
carried out and the type of works to be done. Emergency, urgent and some minor 
works can be started without issuing notice.


22 The Act also requires undertakers to record the location of apparatus belonging 
to them, to keep records up to date and to make them available for inspection 
at all reasonable hours, free of charge to any person having authority to carry out 
works in the street. 


23 The terms ‘emergency’, ‘urgent’ and ‘minor’ works referred to above relate 
only to notifications for the purpose of the NRSWA and do not affect the legal 
obligations under the Health and Safety at Work Act (HSW Act) to give and obtain 
information needed to ensure safe working. While procedures under NRSWA may 
provide information needed under the HSW Act, owners of buried services will 
also need arrangements for providing such information in other cases, such as 
for ‘emergency’ works, to comply with HSW Act duties. HSW Act requirements 
apply to all work regardless of NRSWA classification and include work not covered 
by the NRSWA. There is also a specific duty on electricity companies to supply 
information under the Electricity Supply Regulations (see paragraph 25 below).


24 Section 67 of NRSWA requires that for any street works, work is supervised 
by a person qualified under the Street Works (Qualifications of Supervisors and 
Operatives) Regulations 1992. There also has to be an operative qualified under 
the same Regulations on site while work is in progress. These qualifications 
are certificates of competence issued by an Approved Body or an equivalent 
qualification issued in another EU state.


Electricity Safety Quality and Continuity Regulations 2002**
25 A supplier of electricity has a duty under Regulation 15 of the Regulations to 
make and, so far as is reasonably practicable, keep up to date ‘a map or series of 
maps indicating the position and depth below surface level of all his works’. The 
supplier must provide these maps free of charge to anyone who has good reason 
for requiring them. Regulation 14 of the Regulations imposes requirements for the 
protection of underground cables and also imposes requirements for the depth and 
manner of their installation.


Fire Services Act 1947
26 Section 16†† requires notice to be given to the fire authority of works which will 
affect a water supply or a fire hydrant. 


* Enforced by the DTI.
** Enforced by the DTI.
† Enforced by the highway or roads authorities.
††   Enforced by fire authorities.
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Appendix 2  Suggested text 
for workers’ information
Anyone who works near underground services should be properly trained in safe 
procedures. Information issued to employees can usefully supplement this training 
and act as a reminder of the main points. A suggested text is given below. It 
could be usefully adapted to meet the needs of individual organisations by adding 
supervisors’ names, contact points etc. 


Advice to site personnel when working near underground services


n	 Underground services, particularly electricity and gas, can be dangerous. 
Damage to electricity cables can cause a flash, leading to severe burns or even 
death. Gas leaks can cause fire or explosion.


n	 Damage can result from excavation or penetration of the ground, for example 
by a road pin.


n	 Underground services may be found in roads, footpaths and on sites. Always 
assume that they are present. Treat all services as LIVE, despite their apparent 
physical condition.


n	 Accidents have happened because people have mistaken one service for 
another, for example black plastic-covered electricity cables look like black 
plastic water pipes and cast iron gas and water mains look alike. Check before 
you act.


Before starting work:
n	 Make sure you have plans of the underground services in the area. This 


may not always be possible for emergency works. Remember that service 
connection cables and pipes from the main to a building or street light may not 
be shown.


n	 Use a cable- and pipe-locator to trace electricity cables and metal pipes. 
You should have been trained how to do this. If in doubt, or if you have any 
difficulty, ask your supervisor for advice.


n	 Mark the positions of the cables and pipes using paint or other waterproof 
marking on the ground.


n	 Look for signs of service connection cables or pipes, for example a gas meter 
or service connection entry into a house or a street light.


n	 Hand dig trial holes (as many as necessary) to confirm the position of services 
in the area of your work. This is particularly important if there are plastic pipes, 
which cannot be found using a locator.


When you start work: 
n	 Wherever possible, hand dig near buried services. Spades and shovels are 


safer than picks, pins or forks.
n	 Check that any cable which is embedded in concrete and has to be broken out 


has been made dead before work starts, or that another safe way of working 
has been agreed with the cable owner (often the regional electricity company).


n	 Watch out for signs of services as work continues. Repeat checks with the 
cable- and pipe-locator as the excavation progresses.


n	 Backfill around services with a fine material. Do NOT use flints, bricks, mass 
concrete or similar material.


n	 Report any damage to a cable, pipe or pipe coating. Even if there is no 
immediate danger, damage could cause danger at a later date. Do not attempt 
repairs.


n	 Do not use hand-held power tools within 500 mm of the marked position of 
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an electricity cable (if the number of services present or surface obstructions 
makes this impossible seek further advice).


n	 Do not use hand-held power tools directly over the marked line of a cable 
unless:


– you have already found the cable at that position by careful hand digging 
beneath the surface and it is at a safe depth (at least 300 mm) below the 
bottom of the surface to be broken; or


– physical means have been used to prevent the tool striking it.


n	 Do not use a mechanical excavator within 500 mm of a gas pipe. If an 
excavator is used near an electricity cable keep everyone clear of the bucket 
while it is digging.


n	 Do not use exposed services as a convenient step or handhold.
n	 Do not handle or attempt to alter the position of an exposed service. 
n	 Do not install plant close to an existing service. Ask your supervisor to tell you 


what the separation should be.
n	 Do not build existing services into a manhole or other structure or encase them 


in concrete.


If you suspect a gas leak:
n	 Evacuate everyone from the immediate area of the escape. Remember that if 


a service connection to a building has been damaged, it may cause a leak in 
the building. Warn the occupants of the building, and of adjoining buildings, to 
leave.


n	 Do not attempt repairs.
n	 Telephone BG Transco on 0800 111999 immediately.
n	 Ban smoking, naked flames and other sources of ignition within at least 5 m of 


the leak.
n	 Help Transco, the Police or Fire Services as requested.


REMEMBER - IF IN DOUBT, ASK.
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Likes:  
 
It’s a microcosm of the larger site with wonderful ecological potential 
The peace and quiet 
It’s peaceful, you just hear the bird’s singing 
Nice for the children 
The open space 
It’s naturalness 
It feels like a different world and it’s on my doorstep 
The dense undergrowth 
It’s like a nature reserve 
Good to go sledging in winter 
It’s very nearby and there are great views 
Local area for community use 
It’s left to nature 
Wildlife: butterflies, especially the Small Blue and flowers 
Undisturbed peace and quiet 


 
Dislikes: 
 
People dumping rubbish and the dog mess 
It would be better if it was a larger area 
Not enough of it 
It would be better if it was bigger 
Dog mess 
Tatty and run down 
Poor access and rubbish strewn 
Rubbish 
Unwelcoming and can feel unsafe 
Litter and too overgrown 
Dense undergrowth 
When wet the paths are treacherous 
The scruffiness, brambles, litter, rubbish 
The trespassing signs 
Muddy unclear paths 
Hasn’t reached its full potential 
It’s fenced off from a bigger area; dog mess 
Used by motorbikers and youths lighting fires 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 







 
Other desired improvements: 
 
Hard surface 
Dog bins and litter bins 
More scrub clearance and management 
A proper gate 
Make sure gate is wheelchair friendly 
General tidy up 
Bird boxes and feeders 
Gravel path suitable for disabled and wheelchairs 
Make it more welcoming somehow 
Have litter picking volunteers 
Anything for young families 
Small car park near gate 
Bonfire site for groups 
Insect boxes 
Borrow sheep and goats for occasional grazing 
Shallow gradient at the entrance 
Benches at four corners 
Pathway with no dips for puddles 
Nature trail 
Hedgehog houses and habitat boxes 
CCTV, benches and picnic tables 
Designated camping area 
Welcome gate 
Make it more open and remove trespassing signs 
Interpretation boards 
Good signing 
Temporary artworks from local school 
Keep it simple, discrete markers 
Improved to stop bikes 
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APPENDIX 6 
Butterfly records (20032009) 


Table 6.1 Summary table of butterfly counts along the Yellow Land Transect; 2003‐09 (Pam Reason and Mike Slater).  
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2003 01‐Apr 0
09‐May 7 1 8 2
19‐May 9 1 10 2
30‐May 12 5 1 18 3
09‐Jun 2 2 4 2
20‐Jun 2 1 1 1 3 1 9 6


Kidney vetch going over.  Common 
centaury and yellowort and lady’s 
bedstraw in abundance.  6 bee 
orchids.  Skylarks.  Azure damselflies in 
great numbers.


29‐Jun 1 8 7 3 9 1 29 6
06‐Jul 1 1 2 3 1 9 1 18 7
01‐Aug 4 3 1 1 2 10 21 6
11‐Sep 0 0 1


2004 01‐Apr 0 0 1
24‐Apr 1 1 1 1 4 4
13‐May 2 2 1
20‐May 7 2 1 10 3
27‐May 3 3 6 2
04‐Jun 1 1 1 3 3
07‐Jun 1 1 1 3 3
02‐Jul 1 2 5 3 5 16 5
26‐Jul 3 4 3 4 4 2 1 15 36 36 9 hundreds of grasshoppers and crickets
11‐Sep 0 0 1


2005 01‐Apr 0 0 1
19‐May 5 5 1
29‐May 1 1 1
09‐Jun 2 3 5 2 Burnet Companion; Blue Damselfly
17‐Jun 2 2 1
27‐Jun 3 1 2 4 4 4 18 6
08‐Jul 6 5 4 1 1 16 5
11‐Sep 0 0 1


2006 01‐Apr 0 0 1
04‐May 3 4 7 2
11‐May 2 1 1 1 5 4
25‐May 3 1 4 2
02‐Jun 2 2 1
06‐Jun 5 4 9 2 Blue Damselfly (5); Clear Damselfly (4)
15‐Jun 2 3 2 1 8 4 Blue Damselfly (2); Clear Damselfly (1)
22‐Jun 3 1 4 2
30‐Jun 5 12 2 19 3
20‐Jul 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 9 7
26‐Jul 1 1 1 3 2 8 5
11‐Sep 0 0 1


2008 01‐Apr 0 0 1
04‐Apr 2 2 1
15‐Apr 1 1 1
22‐Apr 1 1 2 2 6 4
12‐May 2 1 1 1 5 4
20‐May 1 3 1 5 3
29‐May 1 4 1 6 3 Burnet Companion (1)
09‐Jun 1 2 1 1 2 7 5
20‐Jun 3 1 4 2
30‐Jun 4 5 6 5 20 4
10‐Jul 5 6 4 2 3 1 21 6
21‐Jul 3 17 6 1 15 20 42 6
28‐Jul 1 3 2 3 1 1 1 1 8 48 21 10
07‐Aug 1 1 3 3 1 2 6 ### 17 8
15‐Aug 1 3 5 1 1 1 52 12 7
28‐Aug 4 2 1 1 1 2 9 6
11‐Sep 0 0 1


2009 01‐Apr 0 0
14‐Apr 1 5 1 7 3
21‐Apr 1 2 2 3 8 4
26‐Apr 1 1 1
19‐May 2 1 1 4 3 green luminous beetle
22‐May 7 4 11 2
25‐May 8 8 16 2 Burnet Companion 4
01‐Jun 9 5 2 1 17 4
09‐Jun 2 2 1
16‐Jun 1 1 2 2
23‐Jun 1 3 5 2 2 1 14 6 Blue Damselfly (1)
29‐Jun 5 1 5 5 16 4
07‐Jul 1 15 3 10 7 2 1 39 7 Six spot burnet (2)
15‐Jul 1 5 2 3 1 1 4 17 7 Silver Y (1); Six Spot Burnet (2)
28‐Jul 7 6 1 1 1 3 8 9 2 1 39 10 6 Spot burnet (5)
11‐Aug 12 1 1 3 12 1 1 31 7 6 Spot burnet (3); Emporer Dragonfly
11‐Sep 1 1 1
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Lycaenidae (Blues and Hairstreaks)


Green Hair Streak


Common Blue


Small Blue


Figure 6.1 Bar chart showing the number of Lycaenidae during 2003‐09, in comparison to total numbers of all species recorded on the Yellow Land transect (Data from 
Pam Reason and Mike Slater). 


 


 


 







 


Figure 6.2 Bar chart showing the number of Nymphalidae during 2003‐09, in comparison to total numbers of all species recorded on the Yellow Land transect (Data 
from Pam Reason and Mike Slater). 


 







 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 6.3 Bar chart showing the number of Peiridae during 2003‐09, in comparison to total numbers of all species recorded on the Yellow Land transect (Data from 
Pam Reason and Mike Slater). 







Figure 6.4 Bar chart showing the number of Hesperiidae during 2003‐09, in comparison to total numbers of all species recorded on the Yellow Land transect (Data from 
Pam Reason and Mike Slater). 


 







Butterfly records for Bishops heaps 2003. 
 
Friday 9th May – 3pm - sunny 15-16, 40% cloud, slight breeze. 
Part 1 of transect (Yellow Land) 
Small blue         7 (one pair mating) 
Dingy skipper    1 
Part 2 of transect (across bottom and up side of hill) 
Green hairstreak   3 
Common blue          1 
Lattice heath         1 
Part 3 of transect (across top of hill) 
Dingy skipper       1 
Painted lady         1 
Green hairstreak  3 
Grizzled skipper   1 
Part 4 of transect (scrub area) 
Dingy skipper       1 
Brimstone            1 
Peacock                1 
Green Hairstreak 2 
Tortoiseshell        1 
Small heath          1 
Small blue            1 
 
Monday 19th May – 1.30pm – sunny 16, 50% cloud, cool, strong breeze. (1.45pm 
clouded right over; 1.55pm cleared again) 
Lots of salad burnet and kidney vetch; a few twayblades. 
Part 1 (yellow land) 
Small blue           5 
Red admiral         1 
Part 2 (across bottom and up hill) 
Small blues         5 
Lots of iridescent green beetles 
Part 3 (across top) 
Small blue          2 
Part 4 (scrub) 
Peacock              1 
 
 
 







Friday 30th May – 12.30pm – hot and sunny, 22, 0% cloud, very slight breeze.  
Kidney vetch really well out.  Lots of salad burnet and quaking grass. 
Part 1 (yellow land) 
Small blue                12 
Common blue             5 
Small heath               1 
Part 2 (across bottom and up hill) 
Small blue                 39 
Small white                2 
Common blue             15 
Brimstone                   1 
Small heath      9 
Green hairstreak        1 
Part 3 (across top) 
Small heath                1 
Common blue             33 
Small blue      7 
Large White      1 
Part 4 (Scrub) 
Small heath      4 
Small blue      9 
Common Blue     4 
Brimstone      3 
 
Monday 9th June – 1pm – warm and sunny 20 degrees –50% cloud – slight breeze.  
Kidney vetch half over; orchids; lots of ox-eye daisies and dog roses   
Part 1 (Yellow land) 
Small blue         2 
Common blue     2 
Lattice heath    1 
Part 2 (across bottom and up hill) 
Small heath     9 
Small blue    14 
Common blue     7 
Part 3 (across top) 
Common blue     5 
Painted lady     1 
Part 4 (scrub) 
Small blue     3 
Common blue     1 
 







Friday June 20th – noon – warm and sunny 19 degrees – 50% cloud – cool breeze.  
Kidney vetch going over.  Common centaury and yellowort and lady’s bedstraw in 
abundance.  6 bee orchids.  Skylarks.  Azure damselflies in great numbers. 
Part 1 (Yellow land) 
Speckled wood  1 
Marbled white  1 
Meadow brown  1 
Small heath   2 
Skipper   3 
Ringlet   1 
Part 2(across bottom and up hill) 
Small heath   51 
Marbled white   2 
Meadow brown   5 
Common blue    1 
Part 3(across top) 
None 
Part 4 (scrub) 
Meadow brown  2 
Marbled white  1 
Small skipper  1 
Ringlet   1 
Small heath   3 
 
Sunday 29th June – 2pm – warm and sunny 24 degrees – 30% cloud – slight 
breeze.  Kidney vetch gone to seed. 
Part 1 (Yellow land) 
Comma    1  
Ringlet   9 
Small skipper  3 
Marbled white  8 
Meadow brown  7 
Small heath   1 
Part 2 (across bottom and up hill) 
Marbled white  11 
Small Skipper   1 
Meadow brown  16 
Small heath    1 
Large skipper   2 
 
Part 3 (across top) 







Large skippers  3 
Marbled white  3 
Meadow brown  4 
Small white   1 
Part 4 (scrub) 
Marbled white  15 
Meadow brown  12 
Skipper    4 
Ringlet    2 
Small heath    3 
Large white    1 
 
Friday 6th July – 1.30pm – warm and still 20 degrees – 100% cloud. 
Part 1 (Yellow land) 
Small white    1 
Ringlet   9 
Meadow brown  3 
Small skipper  1 
Small blue   1 
Small heath   1 
Marbled white  2 
Part 2 (across bottom and up hill) 
Ringlet    2 
Small blue   1 
Small heath   4 
Marbled white          17 
Small skipper  3 
Meadow brown          11 
Part 3 (across top) 
Meadow brown   5 
Marbled white  1 
Part 4 (scrub) 
Small white   1 
Meadow brown  5 
Marbled white  3 
Ringlet   4 
Small heath   1 
Skipper   2 
 
 
Friday 1st August – 3pm – 19 degrees – breezy – 90% cloud 







Part 1 (Yellow land) 
Green veined white  2 
Magpie moth   1 
Gatekeeper           10 
Meadow brown  3 
Common blue   4 
Small white   1 
Small skipper  1 
Part 2(across bottom and up hill) 
Common blue   40 
Burnet moth    4 
Meadow brown   6 
Large white    6 
Small heath    1 
Small white    4 
Gatekeeper    2 
Clouded yellow   1 
Painted lady    1 
Part 3 (across top) 
Common blue   4 
Ringlet   1 
Burnet moth           11 
Gatekeeper   1 
Meadow brown  5 
Part 4 (scrub) 
Green veined white  8 
Ringlet   3 
Meadow brown  9 
Common blue   3 
Gatekeeper   9 
Peacock   1 
Comma   1 
 


 


 


 


 


 







Bishops Heaps butterfly records for 2004 
 
Monday 19th April – 2.15pm  13degrees C, sunny, slight breeze, 40% cloud. 
Transect 4 – Scrub 
Peacock    2 
 
Saturday 24th April – 1pm, 17 degrees C, warm, sunny, slight breeze, 5% cloud 
Transect 1 –Yellow land 
Tortoiseshell     1 
Green Hairstreak    1 
Brimstone    1 
Orange tip    1 
Transect 2 – up the hill 
Orange tip   1 
Transect 3 – across top of hill 
Peacock   1 
Transect 4 – Scrub 
Green hairstreak   3 
Tortoiseshell   1 
Peacock   2 
 
Thursday 13th May – 1pm, dry, very slight breeze, 100% cloud 
Transect 1 – Yellow land 
Small blue   2 
Transect 2 – up hill 
Small blue   7 
Small heath   1 
 
Thursday 20th May – 1pm, Breeze, 15 degrees C, 100% cloud 
Transect 1 – Yellow land 
Small blue   7 
Common blue   2 
Large white   1 
Transect 2 – up hill 
Small blue   21 
Common blue   2 (mating) 
Transect 3 – across top 
Small blue   1 
Transect 4 – scrub 
Small blue   5 
Gren hairstreak   2 







Common blue   3 
 
Thursday 27th May – 1.30pm, 16 degrees C breeze, sunny, 60% cloud 
Transect 1 – Yellow land 
Small blue   3 
Common blue   3 
Transect 2 – up hill 
Small blue   19 
Common blue   17 
Small heath   1 
Dingy skipper   3 
Lattice heath   1 
Transect 3 – across top (clouded over and got blowy) 
Grizzled skipper   1 
Burnet companion   1 
Small blue   1 
Common blue   9 
Transect 4 – scrub 
Grizzled skipper   2 
Common blue   8 
Small blue   7 (including pair mating) 
 
Friday 4th June – 12noon, warm, breeze, 18 degrees C 100% cloud 
Transect 1 – Yellow land 
Common blue   1 
Small heath   3 
Small blue   1 
Transect 2 – up hill 
Common blue   7 
Small blue   8 
Small heath   1 
Lattice heath   1 
Green veined white   1 
Dingy skipper   1 
Transect 3 – across top (bit of rain and sun) 
Common blue   32 
Small heath   2 
Transect 4 – scrub 
Small blue   1 
Common blue   1 
Small heath   3 







Cinnabar moth   1 
Lattice heath   1 
 
Monday 7th June – 1.45pm, very hot and sunny, 23 degrees C, breeze, 0% cloud 
Transect 1 – Yellow land 
Common blue   1 
Grizzled skipper   1 
Small Heath 
Transect 2 – up hill 
Small Heath   8 
Common Blue   5 
Small blue   12 
Orange tip   1 
Dingy skipper   2 
Grizzled skipper   2 
Lattice heath   1 
Green hairstreak   2 
Transect 3 – across top 
Common blue   34 
Small heath   1 
Small blue   2 
Painted lady 1 
Green hairstreak   1 
Clouded yellow   1 
A group of bee orchids at back of heap (20 yards off path)  15+ small blues 
Transect 4 – scrub 
Small heath    6 
Small white   1 
Small blue   2 
Lattice heath 1 
 
Access blocked on 11th June but found a way round.  Then bad weather 
until 
 
Friday 2nd July – 3.15pm, warm, windy, sun and showers, 70% cloud 
Transect 1 – Yellow land 
Meadow brown   3 
Marbled white   5 
Dingy skipper   1 
Small heath   2 
Ringlet   5 







Transect 2 – up hill 
Small heath   2 
Dingy skipper   2 
Ringlet   1 
Tortoiseshell   1 
Marbled white   7 
Meadow brown   2 
Transect 3 – across top 
Meadow brown   1 
Marbled white   1 
Transect 4 – scrub 
Meadow brown   1  
Ringlet   1 
Marbled white   2 
Small heath   2 
 
Monday 26th July – 3.30pm, very warm, sun/cloud, breezy, 20 degrees C, 50% 
cloud 
Transect 1 – Yellow land 
Gatekeeper   15 
Small white   4 
Large white   2 
Meadow brown   4 
Dingy skipper   3 
Common blue   4 
Marbled white   3 
Green veined white   1 
Burnet moth   36 
Hundreds of grasshoppers and crickets 
Transect 2 – up hill 
Burnet moth   200+ 
Meadow brown   16 
Green veined white   10 
Gatekeeper   11 
Common blue   8 
Grizzled skipper   3 
Small white   7 
Marbled white   1 
Ringlet   1 
Small blue   1 
Large white   1 







Small heath   1 
Dingy skipper   1 
Transect 3 – across top 
Burnet moth 170+ 
Small white   3 
Meadow brown   1 
Green veined white   1 
Chalk carpet   1 
Transect 4 – scrub 
Green veined white   1 
Gatekeeper   4 
 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 







Butterfly records for Bishops Heaps 2005 
 
Entrance to yellow land still blocked off, necessitating a slight change in route. 


 
April 29th – 4.30 – sunny, warm, 15/16 degrees, 10% cloud, slight breeze 
 
Transect 1 (Yellow land) 
Open areas continue to scrub up. 
No butterflies. 
 
Transect 2 (Across bottom of heap and up the side) 
No butterflies. 
 
Transect 3 (Along top just to the back) 
Orange tip  2 
Shield bugs (hawthorn) – about 20 on mullein. 
 
Transect 4 (Across flat scrub) 
Tortoiseshell         2 
Peacock                 2 
Green Hairstreak  2 
Female Orange Tip 1 
 
Predominant plants – cowslip, ground ivy, coltsfoot. 
 
May 13th – 3pm – Sunny, warm, very windy, 14 degrees, 10% cloud. 
 
Transect 1 
No butterflies. 
 
Transect 2 
Small blue    1 
 
Transect 3 
No butterflies. 
 
Transect 4 
Green Hairstreak    4 
Common Blue           1 
Green veined white  1 
 







Predominant or interesting plants – Common vetch, buttercups, kidney vetch, 
ground ivy, germander speedwell, salad burnet and twayblade. 
 
Thursday 19th May – 2.30pm – breezy, 13 degrees, 80% cloud, sunny/cloudy. 
 
Transect 1 
Small blue    5 
 
Transect 2 
Dingy skipper    3 
Small blue         1 
 
Transect 3 
Clouded over totally – no butterflies 
 
Transect 4 
Brimstone         2 
Dingy skipper    1 
Small blue         1 
 
Predominant plants – buttercup, kidney vetch, common vetch, horsetail. 
Heard cuckoo. 
 
Sunday 29th May – 11am –warm, sunny with a breeze, 16 degrees, 10% cloud 
 
Transect 1 
Common blue     1 
 
Transect 2 
Small blue       28 
Common blue   16 
Small white       1 
Dingy skipper    1 
 
Transect 3 
Small blue       2 
Common blue   8 
Silver Y          4 
 
Transect 4 
Common blue     4 







Small white             1 
Green hairstreak    2 
Small heath            1 
Small blue               1 
Lattice heath          1 
 
Predominant plants – quaking grass, ox eye daisy, dog rose, cats ear hawkweed, 
kidney vetch. 
Cuckoo spit on salad burnet and birds foot trefoil. 
Muntjac, long tail tits 
 
Thursday 9th June – 4pm – overcast but warm, 18 degrees, slight breeze. 
 
Transect 1 
Small blue        2 
Common blue    3 
Burnet companion    1 
Blue damselfly         1 
 
Transect 2 
Common blue        13 
Small blue              6 
Small Heath          4 
Lattice Heath       2 
 
Transect 3 
No butterflies 
 
Transect 4 
Small blue        4 
Common blue   16 
Small white      1 
Golden/black dragonfly  1 
 
Predominant or interesting plants – common spotted orchid, goatsbeard, crested 
dogstail, Lucerne, kidney vetch, dog rose, ox eye daisy.  The heap covered in a 
beautiful mix of ox eye daisy, quaking grass, kidney vetch, salad burnet, 
cocksfoot and hop trefoil.  Two areas of bee orchids – 3 at entrance to scrub 
area and 7 on corner of Yellow land. 
 
Friday 17th June – 2pm – 22 degrees, 80% cloud, sun/cloud, breezy 







 
Transect 1 
Speckled wood     2 
 
Transect 2 
Small heath         5 
Common blue       11 
Large white          1 
Dingy skipper       1 
Small white          1 
Large skipper       1 
Small blue            6 
Meadow brown     5 
Burnet Companion     4 
 
Transect 3 
Common blue       7 
 
Transect 4 
Common blue        3 
Meadow brown     1 
Small heath         1 
Small white          1 
 
Predominant or interesting plants – common spotted orchid, ox eye daisy, 
quaking grass, stone crop, fairy flax, hop trefoil, crested dogs tail, timothy 
grass, bee orchid. 
 
Monday 27th June – 4pm – hot sunny, 0% cloud, 23 degrees, slight breeze. 
 
Transect 1 
Meadow brown          4 
Ringlet         4 
Speckled wood    2 
Common blue     3 
Red admiral     1 
Marbled white           4 
Small heath      1 
Burnet moth      1 
Lattice heath     1 
 







Transect 2 
Meadow brown           17 + 1 pair mating 
Marbled white             5 
Ringlet          1 
Common blue        2 
Large skipper       1 
Small heath        2 
Burnet moth         5 
Lattice heath       1 
 
Emperor dragonfly       2 
 
Transect 3 
Meadow brown    10 
Marbled white   3 
Burnet moth    8 
 
Transect 4 
Meadow brown  25 
Marbled white  10 
Common blue    2 
Brimstone    1 
Ringlet    6 
Red admiral    1 
Lattice heath   1 
 
Predominant or interesting plants – common centaury, yellowort, wild carrot, 
St.John’s wort, lady’s bedstraw.  Kidney about over. 
 
Friday 8th July – 3.30pm – warm, sunny, windy, 20 degrees, 50% cloud. 
 
Transect 1 
Meadow brown  5 
Ringlet   4 
Marbled white  6 
Gatekeeper   1 
Large skipper  4 
Burnet moth   1 
 
Transect 2  (90% cloud) 
Marbled white  19 







Ringlet    1 
Meadow brown  11 
Large skipper   2 
Common blue    1 
Small tortoiseshell   1 
Burnet moth    5 
 
Transect 3 
Meadow brown  6 + 1 pair mating 
Marbled white  5 
Large skipper  1 
Ringlet   1 
Chalk carpet (I think!) 1 
 
Transect 4 
Meadow brown  20 
Small heath    2 
Marbled white  23 
Large skipper   5 
Ringlet    5 
 
Predominant or interesting plants – common centaury, yellowwort, wild carrot, 
hop trefoil, bush vetch, lady’s bedstraw, birdsfoot trefoil, mullein (2), bee 
orchid, common mallow, St John’s wort, creeping cinqufoil. 
Songthrush.  Hundreds of crickets/grasshoppers. 
 
 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 







Butterfly records for Bishops Heaps 2006 
 


Thursday 4th May – 1.30pm – sunny, 20 degrees, windy, no cloud 
 
Transect 1 (Yellow land) 
Orange tip  4 
Speckled wood 3 
 
Transect 2 (along the base and up the hill) 
No butterflies 
Silver Y  1 
 
Transect 3 (across top, back of hill) 
No butterflies 
Red tailed bees 2 
 
Transect 4 (scrub) 
Brimstone  3 females/2 males 
Common blue  2 
Orange tip  1 
Peacock  1 
 
Other notes – kidney vetch leaves only just showing; cowslips, swifts, skylark, 2 
buzzard. 
 
Thursday 11th May – 3.30pm – sunny, hot, 22 degrees, no cloud, little or no 
breeze 
 
Transect 1 
Dingy skipper  2 (mating) 
Orange tip  1  
Brimstone  1 
Speckled wood 1 
 
Transect 2 
No butterflies 
 
Transect 3 
Orange tip   2 
Peacock  1 
2 patches of wild strawberry at the far end 







Transect 4 
Dingy skipper 1 
Brimstone  1 
Comma  1 
Peacock  1 
Orange tip  1 
 
Other notes – masses of cowslips 
 
Thursday 25th May – 3.10pm – sunny, warm, 17 degrees, 20% cloud, slight breeze 
 
Transect 1 
Small white  1 
Common blue  3 including 1 female 
 
Transect 2 
Brimstone  1 
Common blue  4 
Small blue  2 
Dingy skipper 2 
Green hairstreak 1 
Burnet companion 2 
 
Transect 3 
Common blue  1 
Dingy skipper 2 
Grizzled skipper 3 (on the strawberry patch) 
Silver Y  1 
Lattice Heath 1 
Chalk carpet  1 (I think) 
 
Transect 4 
Dingy skipper 2 
Peacock  2 
 
Other notes – first kidney vetch flowers, quaking grass, hawthorn blossom, 
salad burnet, common vetch, first ox eye daisies and birds foot trefoil. 
 
 
Friday 2nd June – 2pm – warm, sunny, 20 degrees, 10% cloud slight breeze 
 







Transect 1 
Common blue  2 
 
Transect 2 
Dingy skipper 2 
Common blue  10 
Small blue  2 
Small heath  2 
Brimstone   1 (female) 
Blue damselfly type  2 
A striped damselfly – almost clear – can’t identify   10 
 
Transect 3 
Common blue  4 
Green hairstreak 1 
Dingy skipper 2 
Small white  1 
Small heath  2 
Burnet companion 1 
Silver Y  1 
 
Transect 4 
Dingy skipper 1 
Peacock  1 
Brimstone  1(male) 
Common blue  2 
Burnet companion 1 
 
Other notes – ox eye daisies, salad burnet, crested dogs tail, mouse eared 
hawkweed. 
 
Tuesday 6th June – 3.30pm – hot, 23 degrees, no breeze, 90% cloud 
 
Transect 1 
Small blue  5 
Common blue  4 
Blue damselfly 5 (see 2/6/06) 
Clear damselfly 4 (see 2/6/06) 
 
Transect 2 
Small blue  15 







Green hairstreak 1 
Common blue  5 
Small heath  3 
Lattice heath 1 
Blue damselfly 4 
Clear damselfly 4 
 
Transect 3 
Common blue  28 (inc several females) 
Small heath  1 
Burnet companion 1 
 
Transect 4 
Small blue  3 
Common blue  2 
Small heath  1 
Blue damselfly 1 
Clear damselfly 4 
 
Other notes – ox eye daisy, quaking grass, kidney vetch, bee orchid, salad 
burnet, goatsbeard, crested dogs tail, dog roses, common spotted orchid. 
 
Thursday 15th June – 2pm – warm, sunny, very little breeze, 18 degrees, 40%-
60% cloud. 
 
Transect 1 
Brimstone  1 
Speckled wood 2 
Common blue  2 
Small heath  3 
Blue damselfly 2 
Clear damselfly 1 
 
Transect 2 
Common blue  2 
Small heath  4 
Meadow brown 3 
Small blue  1 
Burnet moth  1 
 
Transect 3 







Small blue  1 
Small heath  1 
Common blue  3 
Blue damselfly 1+1 pair mating (see 2/6/06) 
 
Transect 4 
Small heath  1 
Painted lady  1 
Meadow brown 3 
Common blue  1 
Brimstone  1 
Blue damselfly 3 (see 2/6/06) 
 
Other notes – kidney vetch going over, dog roses, quaking grass, 3 bee orchids 
on Yellow land and 3 just over top of hill and 2 in 2nd quadrant and 3 in grassy 
area next to entrance from footpath, lady’s bedstraw, lots of cuckoo spit on 
birdsfoot trefoil, Robin’s pin cushion, common spotted orchids. 
 
Thursday 22nd June – 2pm – sunny, cloudy (50%), 18 degrees, windy. 
 
Transect 1 
Small skipper 1 
Speckled wood 3 
 
Transect 2 
Marbled white 6 
Common blue  7 
Meadow brown 18 
Small blue  1 
Blue damselfly 1 (see 2/6/06) 
 
Transect 3 
Meadow brown  4 
Ringlet  1 
Blue damselfly 4 (see 2/6/06) 
 
 
 
Transect 4 
Meadow brown 3 
Ringlet  1 







Small heath  3 
Marbled white 1 
Blue damselfly 2 (see 2/6/06) 
 
Other notes – 2 bee orchids by dog rose, common centaury, Lucerne, knapweed, 
lady’s bedstraw, birdsfoot trefoil, skylarks. 
 
Friday 30th June – 4pm – hot, 23 degrees, sunny, 60% cloud, slight breeze. 
 
Transect 1 
Meadow brown 12 
Marbled white 5 
Ringlet  2 
 
Transect 2 
Marbled white 43 
Small skipper 8 
Common blue  1+1female 
Meadow brown 15 
Small heath  3 
Ringlet  3 
Blue damselfly 1 (see 2/6/06) 
 
Transect 3 
Marbled white 2 
Small heath  1 
Meadow brown 3 
Burnet moth  6 
 
Transect 4 
Meadow brown 13 
Marbled white 5 
Small heath  5 
Ringlet  1 
Blue damselfly 2 (see 2/6/06) 
 
Other notes – common centaury, Lucerne, lady’s bedstraw, birdsfoot trefoil, 
large patch of restharrow. 
 
Thursday 20th July – 1pm – too hot, sunny, 5% cloud, 26 degrees, breezy. 
 







Transect 1 
Small tortoiseshell  1 
Large white   2 
Red admiral   1 
Ringlet   2 
Gatekeeper   1 
Marbled white  1 
Comma   1 
 
Transect 2 
Marbled white  3 
Ringlet   5 
Common blue   3 
Gatekeeper   4 
Meadow brown  4 
Large white   1 
Small white   1 
Small tortoiseshell  1 
Burnet moth   4 
 
Transect 3 
Small white   2 
Meadow brown  3 
Common blue   1 
Burnet moth   12 
 
Transect 4 
Gatekeeper   4 
Small tortoiseshell  1 
Common blue   2 
Ringlet   3 
Large white   1 
Small white   3 
Marbled white  3 
 
Other notes – wild carrot, lady’s bedstraw, loads of crickets/grasshoppers. 
 
Wednesday 26th July – 4pm – hot, humid, 28 degrees, sunny, hazy cloud, very 
little air movement. 
 
Transect 1 







Comma   1 
Large white  3 
Ringlet  1 
Gatekeeper  2 
Marbled white 1 
 
Transect 2 
Large skipper 1 
Meadow brown 13 
Small white  6 
Common blue  17 
Gatekeeper  4 
Burnet moth  10 
 
Transect 3 
Painted lady  2 
Small white  2 
Gatekeeper  1 
Common blue  19 
Meadow brown 9 
Marbled white 1 
Burnet moth  74 
Silver Y  1 
 
Transect 4 
Small white  2 
Gatekeeper  5 
Marbled white 3 
Meadow brown 4 
Common blue  6 
 
 
 
 
 


 


 


 


 







 


Butterfly records for Bishops Heaps 2008 
 
NB – The Yellow land was cleared of encroaching scrub in various places during 
the winter.  This has resulted in an increase in flowers and consequently more 
butterflies in that part of the transect.   
 
Friday 4th April – 2.30pm – 13 degrees C, sun/cloud, breezy, 80% cloud (in the 
sky) 
Yellow land 
Small tortoiseshell  2 
Along and up hill 
None 
Along top and down 
Peacock   1 
Scrub 
Peacock   2 
Flowers of note 
Cowslips in bud, dog violets. 
 
Tuesday 15th April – 2pm – 11 degrees C, sunny, windy, 40% cloud (in the sky) 
Yellow land 
Brimstone   1 
 
Tuesday 22nd April – 2pm – 14 degrees C, sunny, slight breeze, 40% cloud (in the 
sky) 
Yellow land 
Orange tip   1 
Brimstone   1 male, 1 female 
Tortoiseshell  1 
Peacock   2 
Along and up hill 
Brimstone   1 
Across top and down 
None 
Scrub 
Holly blue   1 
Peacock   1 
Comma   2 
Things of note 
Cuckoo, cowslips 







 
Monday 12th May – 1.30pm – sunny, 22 degrees C, hot, breezy, 50% hazy cloud 
Yellow land 
Common blue   2 
Small white   1 
Speckled wood  1 
Orange tip   1 
Across and up hill 
Dingy skipper  7 
Burnet companion  1 
Small blue   6 
Brimstone   1 male, 1 female 
Along top and down 
Much windier! 
Colourless damselfly 
Scrub 
Peacock   1 
Things of note 
Common vetch, hawthorn blossom, kidney vetch just starting, cowslips going 
over, 3 patches of wild strawberry. 
 
Tuesday 20 May – 2.15pm – 17 degrees C, sun/cloud, cool wind, 50% cloud (in the 
sky) 
Yellow land 
Peacock   1 
Common blue   3 
Dingy skipper  1 
Across and up hill 
Dingy skipper  2 
Common blue   5 
Small blue   23 (including one pair mating) 
Small copper   1 
Green hairstreak  1 
Along top and down 
Common blue   2 
Lattice heath  1 
Brimstone   1 female 
Small heath   1 
Small white   1 
Scrub 
None 







Things of note 
Salad burnet, green carpet, treble bar. 
 
Thursday 29th May – 2.30pm – 22 degrees C, sun/cloud, slight breeze, 90% 
cloud, sun in 
Yellow land 
Common blue   4 
Brimstone   1 
Burnet companion  1 
Small blue   1 
Across and up hill 
Common blue   32 
Brimstone   1 
Small blue   8 including one pair mating 
Small white   1 
Small heath   1 
Along top and down – clouded right over (storm clouds) 
Common blue   44 
Small heath   1 
Scrub 
Green hairstreak  2 
Small blue   3 
Common blue   1 
Things of note 
Kidney vetch, dog roses, common vetch, salad burnet, birdsfoot trefoil. 
 
Monday 9th June – 2pm – hot, sunny, 23 degrees C, gentle wind rustling trees, 
odd cloud, 100% sun 
Yellow land 
Brimstone   2 
Green veined white  1 
Speckled wood  1 
Small blue   1 
Common blue   2 
Across and up hill 
Common blue   7 
Small heath   6 
Small blue   8 including one pair mating 
Green hairstreak  1 
Along top and down 
Small heath   3 







Common blue   13 
Scrub 
Common blue   7 
Small heath   3 
Small blue   2 
Things of note 
Ox-eye daisies, kidney vetch, hop trefoil, dog roses, fairy flax, common spotted 
orchid, quaking grass, birdsfoot trefoil, goatsbeard, blue damselfly, pale 
damselflies, broad bodied chaser. 
 
Friday 20th June – 2.30pm – 16 degrees C, sun/cloud, wind rustling in trees. 
Yellow land 
Common blue   3 
Small heath   1 
Across and up hill 
Common blue   3 
Meadow brown  4 
Marbled white  3 
Across top and down 
Ringlet   1 
Meadow brown  3 
Common blue   4 
Scrub 
Small heath   2 
Marbled white  1 
Things of note 
Pale damselflies, common spotted orchids, bee orchid, quaking grass, blue 
damselflies, ox-eyes going over, salad burnet, birdsfoot trefoil, yellowort, fairy 
flax, creeping cinquefoil, lady’s bedstraw, another wild strawberry patch, 
scarlet pimpernel, eyebright, yellow stonecrop. 
 
Monday 30th June – 2.30pm – 20 degrees C, sunny, breezy (rustling trees), 75% 
sun/25%cloud. 
Yellow land 
Marbled white  4 
Ringlet   5 
Meadow Brown  5 
Small skipper  6 
Across and up hill 
Ringlet   3 
Small Heath   3 







Common blue   1 
Small skipper  5 
Meadow brown  21 
Marbled white  29 
Burnet moth   4 
Along top and down 
Small heath   1 
Meadow brown  24 
Burnet moth   6 
Marbled white  9 
Common blue   1 
Ringlet   3 
Scrub 
Common blue   1 
Meadow brown  4 
Small heath   1 
Ringlet   4 
Marbled white  6 
Small skipper  1 
Things of note 
Mellilot, common centuary, marjoram, lady’s bedstraw, yellowort, common 
spotted orchid, fairy flax, birdsfoot trefoil, robins pincushion, creeping 
cinquefoil. Blue damselfly, eyebright. 
 
Thursday 10th July – 2pm – 19 degrees C, wind rustling the trees, sun and cloud, 
80% cloud/20% sun. 
Yellow land 
Gatekeeper   1 
Marbled white  5 
Meadow brown  6 
Ringlet   2 
Small skipper  4 
Large white   3 
Across and up hill 
Small heath   1 
Marbled white  28 
Large white   1 
Meadow brown  31 
Burnet moth   8 
Ringlet   1 







Along top and down 
Burnet moth   31 
Small skipper  1 
Marbled white  15 
Meadow brown  18 
Small heath   1 
Scrub 
Meadow brown  2 
Ringlet   2 
Marbled white  4 
Small skipper  1 
Things of note 
Lady’s bedstraw, mellilot, eyebright, marjoram, restharrow, centaury, Lucerne, 
birdsfoot trefoil, yellowort, knapweed, st.john’s wort. 
 
Monday 21st July – 2.15pm – warm and sunny, 23 degrees C, wind in trees, 90% 
sun/10%cloud. 
Yellow land 
Gatekeeper   15 
Meadow brown  17 
Ringlet   1 
Large skipper  6 
Burnet moth   20 
Marbled white  3 
Across and up hill 
Ringlet   4 
Small white   2 
Marbled white  3 
Burnet moth   118 
Meadow brown  19 
Gatekeeper   2 
Large skipper  4 
Small skipper  2 
Common blue   1 
Along top and down 
Gatekeeper   4 
Burnet moth   33 
Meadow brown  11 
Large white   3 
Marbled white  5 
Small heath   2 







Scrub 
Gatekeeper   3 
Meadow brown  3 
Large white   1 
Ringlet   4 
Small heath   1 
Things of note 
Marjoram with lots of butterflies and other insects, mellilot, knapweed, lady’s 
bedstraw. 
 
Monday 28th July – 2.45pm – hot but overcast, 25 degrees C, slight breeze 
(moving tops of trees), 5% sun/95%cloud. 
Yellow land 
Speckled wood  3 
Gatekeeper   8 
Large skipper  1 
Small skipper  1 
Meadow brown  3 
Ringlet   1 
Burnet moth   48 
Common blue   1 
Marbled white  2 
Large white   1 
Along and up hill 
Meadow brown  7 
Large skipper  2 
Small skipper  1 
Burnet moth   375 
Gatekeeper   8 
Common blue   10 
Marbled white  3 
Small blue   1 
Across top and down 
Meadow brown  10 
Gatekeeper   4 
Burnet moth   140 (lots of mating activity) 
Large skipper  3 
Marbled white  2 
Common blue   4 
Scrub 
Gatekeeper   26 







Meadow brown  5 
Burnet moth   16 
Green veined white  2 
Large white   3 
Marbled white  3 
Common blue   1 
Ringlet   2 
Things of note 
Lots of papery, pale pupas (burnet moth?), gentians, round leaved fluellen – 
patch 1m squared near strawberries. 
 
Thursday 7th August – 12.30pm – warm and sunny, 18degrees C, no wind, 90% 
sun/ 10%cloud. 
Yellow land 
Large white   2 
Ringlet   1 
Gatekeeper   6 
Small skipper  3 
Burnet moth   138 
Meadow brown  3 
Common blue   1 
Red Admiral   1 
Along and up hill 
Meadow brown  10 
Burnet moth   255 
Gatekeeper   14 
Large white   6 
Common blue   14 
Peacock   1 
Comma   1 
Small heath   1 
Small white   1 
Along top and down 
Gatekeeper   19 
Small white   2 
Burnet moth   260+ 
Meadow brown  9 
Common blue   14 
Large white   2 
Small heath   1 







Scrub 
Gatekeeper   6 
Common blue   6 
Burnet moth   120 
Meadow brown  2 
Things of note 
Greater knapweed, wild carrot, gentians, carline thistle, cinnabar moth 
caterpillars on ragwort, fleabane, scarlet pimpernel, eyebright. 
 
Friday 15th August – 1pm – warm and sunny, 20 degrees C, trees just about 
moving, 90% sun/10%cloud. 
Yellow land 
Large white   1 
Meadow brown  5 
Burnet moth   52 
Gatekeeper   1 
Common blue   1 
Small white   3 
Speckled white  3 
Along and up hill 
Gatekeeper   12 
Common blue   11 
Burnet moth   190 
Small white   5 
Meadow brown  7 
Small heath   1 
Large white   3 
Brown argus   1 
Across top and down 
Gatekeeper   5 
Meadow brown  3 
Brown argus   4 
Small white   4 
Common blue   11 
Burnet moth   116 
Small copper   1 
Scrub 
Common blue   5 
Small heath   2 
Meadow brown  1 
Peacock   1 







Gatekeeper   3 
Burnet moth   15 
Things of note 
Cinnabar moth caterpillars, gentians, wild carrot, lots of different bees on 
knapweed at base of hill, carline thistles. 
Thursday 28th August – 2.30pm – cloudy, warm, 19 degrees C, wind just moving 
trees, 90% cloud/10%sun. 
Yellow land 
Small white   1 
Common blue   4 
Gatekeeper   1 
Small heath   2 
Burnet moth   2 
Speckled wood  1 
Along and up hill 
Common blue   20 
Burnet moth   21 
Small heath   6 
Brown argus   1 
Meadow brown  13 
Large white   4 
Silver Y   1 
Gatekeeper   1 
Across top and down 
Common blue   9 (including a pair mating) 
Burnet moth   47 
Gatekeeper   4 
Large white   1 
Brown argus   1 
Meadow brown  1 
Small white   1 
Small heath   1 
Scrub 
Small heath   2 
Meadow brown  3 
Gatekeeper   1 
Common blue   1 
Things of note 
Wild carrot, eyebright, ragwort,  
 
 







Butterfly records for Bishops Heaps 2009 
 
Tuesday 14th April 1.30pm 
17 degrees C, sunny (100%), light cloud,  very slight breeze. 
Yellow land 
Brimstone   5 
Peacock  1 
Speckled Wood 1 
(ground ivy, violets, cowslips) 
Across bottom and up hill 
Brimstone  2 
(cowslips) 
Along top and down (breezier) 
Peacock  1 
(cowslips, primroses) 
Scrub 
Peacock  6 
Comma  1 
Speckled Wood 1 
Brimstone  1 
Orange Tip  1 
 
Tuesday 21st April 2pm 
18 degrees C, sunny, slight breeze, wispy cloud 
Yellow land 
Speckled Wood 1 
Peacock  3 
Brimstone  2 
Large White  2 
Along and up hill 
Orange tip  1 
(cowslips) 
Along top and down 
Large White  1 
Scrub 
Peacock  1 
Large white  1 
On way back  at the entrance – 2 house martins 
 
Sunday 26th April 12.10-12.40 
15 degrees C, wind 3 (beaufort), sun 60% of time 







Yellow land  
Speckled wood 1 
Along bottom and up hill 
Green veined white  1 
Large white   1 
Speckled wood  3 
Grizzled skipper  1 
Green hairstreak  5 
Along top and down 
None 
Scrub 
Green veined white  1 
Brimstone   1 
Speckled wood  2 
Mike did this walk as I was away.  He also found 7 grizzled skipper elsewhere. 
 
Away on holiday until 15th May. 
 
Tuesday 19th May 2.30pm 
15 degrees C, sun 15% of time, wind 4, 
Yellow land 
Small white  1 
Small blue  2 
Common blue  1 
(common vetch, green luminous beetle) 
Along and up hill (clouded over totally) 
Small heath  1 
Common blue  1 + 1 female (quite different but couldn’t identify it as 
anything else 
Large white  1 
Across top and down (thunder and heavy rain) 
None 
Scrub 
None 
 
Friday 22nd May 11.30am 
Yellow land 
6 small blues (2 mating) on left hand cleared area by fork in path (on mellilot) 
4 small blues at far end of straight path on left hand side 
1 small blue at far end at back of yellow land area 
 







Monday 25th May 4pm 
18 degrees C, cloudy 100%, wind 1 
Yellow land 
Small blue  8 
Burnet companion 4 
Common blue  8 
Along and up hill 
Small blue  19 
Common blue  10 
Small white  1 
Burnet moth caterpillar 2 
Carpet moth  1 
Large white  1 
Along top and down 
Common blue  22 
Carpet moth ? 5 
Burnet moth caterpillar 2 on birdsfoot trefoil 
Damselflies with a blue tail 6 
Scrub 
None 
 
Monday 1st June 3.30pm 
22 degrees C, sun 100%, clear skies, wind 2 
Yellow land 
Small white  2 
Small blues  9 
Common blues 5 
Painted lady  1 
(kidney vetch 22, dog roses) 
Along bottom and up hill 
Small heath  4 
Small blues  7 
Common blue  2 
Large skipper 3 
Burnet moth caterpillar 1 
(kidney vetch 100+) 
Along top and down 
Small heath  7 
Green hairstreak 1 
Common blue  7 
Dingy skipper 1 







Grizzled skipper 1 
Large white  1 
Burnet moth caterpillar 2 
(common spotted orchid) 
Scrub 
Peacock  1 
Common blue  1 
Small heath  1 
Small blue  2 (near to yellow land) 
Brimstone (male) 1 
(kidney vetch 30+) 
 
Tuesday 9th June 3pm 
15 degrees C, dull, cloud 100%, wind 2 
Yellow land 
Common blue  2 
Along and up hill 
Small heath  2 
Dingy skipper 1 (roosting) 
(ox eye daisy, salad burnet, dog rose, kidney vetch) 
Along top and down 
None 
(ragged robin, strawberries in fruit) 
Scrub 
none 
 
Tuesday 16th June 2pm 
22 degrees C, sun 90%, cloud 10%, wind 2 
Yellow land 
Common blue  1 
Marbled white 1 
Cinnabar moth caterpillar 1 
(meadow vetchling, fairy flax, ox eye daisy, hop trefoil, kidney vetch, common 
spotted orchid) 
Along bottom and up hill 
Common blue  2 
Small blue  1 
Painted lady  1 
Meadow brown 4 
Marbled white 1 
Cinnabar moth caterpillar  3 







(quaking grass, birdsfoot trefoil) 
First and only cuckoo 
Along top and down 
Common blue  2 
(scarlet pimpernel, creeping cinquefoil, strawberries fruiting) 
Scrub 
Burnet companion 1 
 
Tuesday 23rd June 2.30pm 
23 degree C, sun 50%, cloud 50%, warm and sunny, wind 2 
Yellow land 
Common blue  1 
Meadow brown 2 
Speckled wood 3 
Marbled white 5 
Large skipper 2 (mating) 
Brimstone  1 (male) 
Blue damselfly 1 
(mellilot, hop trefoil, fairy flax, ox eye daisy, kidney vetch, birdsfoot trefoil, 
common spotted orchid) 
Along bottom and up hil 
Meadow brown 11 
Marbled white 12 
Small heath  3 
Burnet moth (6 spot) 4 
(creeping cinquefoil, kidney vetch) 
Along top and down 
Meadow brown 6 
Common blue  1 
Small heath  3 
Burnet moth caterpillars  27 
Burnet moth pupa 3 
(salad burnet, creeping cinquefoil, birdsfoot trefoil, common centaury, common 
spotted orchids) 
Scrub 
Brimstone  3 (male) 
Meadow brown 1 
Small heath  1 
(common spotted orchids) 
Monday 29th June 2.15pm 
25 degrees C, hot and sultry, sun 75%, cloud 25%, wind 2 







Yellow land 
Marbled white 5 
Ringlet  5 
Large skipper 5 
Meadow brown 1 
(mellilot, ladies bedstraw, common centaury, restharrow, kidney vetch – going 
over) 
Along bottom and up hill 
Small heath  3 
Marbled white 6 
Ringlet  1 
Meadow brown 8 
Burnet moth (6 spot) 7 
(kidney vetch – going over, fairy flax, creeping cinquefoil, hop trefoil, birdsfoot 
trefoil) 
Along top and down 
Meadow brown 5 
Small white  1 
Ringlet  1 
Small heath  1 
Burnet moth  2 
(common centaury, birdsfoot trefoil, creeping cinquefoil, eyebright) 
Scrub 
Meadow brown 8 
Brimstone  1+1 
Ringlet  6 
Tortoiseshell 1 
 
Tuesday 7th July 2.30pm 
18 degrees C, sun 10%, dark cloud 90%, wind 4 
Yellow land 
Ringlet  7 
Small skipper 10 
Marbled white 15 
Six spot burnet 2 
Small white  2 
Brimstone  1 (f) 
Meadow Brown 3 
Small heath  1 
NB lots of butterflies in scallop on right on the way back. 
(mellilot, common centuary, yellowort, ragwort, wild marjoram, ladies bedstraw) 







Along and up 
Ringlet  3 
Marbled white 9 
Meadow brown 8 
Six spot burnet 7 
Small heath  1 
Small skipper 1 
(birdsfoot trefoil, eyebright, yellow vetchling, st. johns wort, knapweed 
Along top and down 
Meadow brown 6 
Ringlet  2 
Marbled white 4 
Small skipper 2 
(creeping cinquefoil, ladies bedstraw, common centuary, eyebright, mallow, 
rosebay willowherb, buzzard) 
Scrub 
Meadow brown 3 
Green veined white 1 
Marbled white 2 
 
Wednesday 15th July 1.45pm 
21 degrees C, sun 50%, cloud 50%, wind 4, few spots of rain 
Yellow land 
Brimstone  4 (2 of each) 
Gatekeeper  10 
Meadow brown 4 
Small white  3 
Ringlet  2 
Large white  1 
Silver Y  1 
6 spot burnet 2 
Green veined white 1 
Common blue  1 
Small skipper 5 
(wild parsnip, wild carrot, marjoram, mellilot, restharrow, common centuary, 
yellowort, ragwort, ladies bedstraw) 
Along and up 
6 spot burnets 17 
Large white  2 
Ringlet  3 
Small blue  1 (f) on kidney vetch – a bit late I thought! 







Meadow brown 1 
(kidney vetch – new flowers, hoary plantain, knapweed, cinnabar moth 
caterpillar) 
Along top and down 
Meadow brown 10 
6 spot burnet 22 
Large white  3 
Small white  2 
Common blue  1 
Gatekeeper  2 
Ringlet  1 
(rosebay willowherb, wild basil, ladies bedstraw, eyebright, common centuary, 
perf st johns wort, creeping cinquefoil, birdsfoot trefoil) 
Scrub 
Meadow brown 3 
Small white  3 
Gatekeeper  1 
 
Tuesday 28th July 12.30pm 
20 degrees C, sun 25%, cloud 75%, wind 4 
Yellow land 
Meadow brown  1 
Comma  1 
Small white  3 
Large white  8 
Speckled wood 6 
Brimstone  2(f) 
Gatekeeper  9 
Common blue  7 
Painted lady  1 
Small skipper 1 
6 spot burnet 5 
(knapweed, red clover, wild carrot, wild parsnip, tufted vetch, carline thistle, 
marjoram) 
Along and up 
Gatekeeper  3 
Painted lady  8 
Common blue  5 
Meadow brown 4 (1 very tatty!) 
Large white  9 
6 spot burnet 36 







Ringlet  1 
Brimstone  2(f) 
Small white  2 
(2 cinnabar moth caterpillars on ragwort) 
Along top and down 
6 spot burnet 44 
Large white  10 
Meadow brown 6 
Peacock  1 
Common blue  9 
Small white  3 
Small skipper 1 
Gatekeeper  1 
Painted lady  1 
(gentians, eyebright, fleabane) 
Scrub 
Common blue  2 
6 spot burnet 1 
Gatekeeper  7 
Speckled wood 1 
Small white  1 
Meadow brown 2 
Large white  1 
(st johns wort, eyebright, ragwort) 
 
Tuesday 11th August 2.30pm 
23 degrees C, sun 95%, cloud 5%, wind 2 
Yellow land 
Gatekeeper  12 
Common blue  12 
Large white  3 
Painted lady  1 
Clouded yellow 1 
Small white  1 
Speckled wood 1 
6 spot burnet 3 
Emperor d/fly 1 
(knapweed, eyebright, wild parsnip) 
Along and up 
Common blue  19 
Gatekeeper  8 







Small white  6 
Large white  7 (pair mating) 
6 spot burnet 19 
Small heath  2 
Brimstone  1(f) 
Tortoiseshell 1 
Painted lady  12 
Peacock  1 
Green veined white 1 
Along top and down 
6 spot burnet 55 
Large white  8 
Common blue  25 
Gatekeeper  4 
Cinnabar moth 1 
Small white  13 
Painted lady  7 
Green veined white 1 
Silver Y  1 
Small heath  2 
Brown argus  2 
Carpet moth  7 (?) 
Hundreds of bees on knapweed 
(carline thistle, fleabane, yellowort, wild basil, eyebright, knapweed) 
Scrub 
Green veined white 2 
Common blue  9 
Small heath  1 
Gatekeeper  4 
Large white  1 
Brimstone  1 (M) 
Small white  1 
 
August 24th – 7th September away on holiday. 
 
Friday 11th September 3.15pm 
19 degrees C, sun 100%, wind 1 
Yellow land 
Comma  1 
(yarrow, autumn hawkbit) 







Along and up 
Small heath  2 
Common blue  1 
(knapweed) 
Along top and down (windier 3) 
Small heath  1 
Scrub 
Speckled wood 1 
Common blue  1 
Emperor d/fly 1 
(carline thistle) 
 
 
 
Other sightings 
15th March – comma, brimstone (Yellow land) 
18th March – comma, brimstone (my field) 
4th April – 2 brimstones (F) (my garden) 
4th April – brimstone (M), 4 orangetips (my field) 
19th April – speckled wood (Yellow land) 
19th April – brimstone (F) (garden) 
25th May – painted lady (garden) 
1st June – painted lady, small white (my field) 
23rd June – painted lady, speckled wood (garden) 
29th September – red admiral (up road from my house) 
18th October – tortoiseshell (garden) 
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		Butterfly records (2003-2009)
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Avoidance of danger from 
overhead electric power lines
 


This is a free-to-download, web-friendly version of Guidance Note GS6 
(Third edition, published 1997). This version has been adapted for online 
use from HSE’s current printed version.  


You can buy the book at www.hsebooks.co.uk and most good bookshops.  


ISBN 978 0 7176 1348 9 
Price £5.00


Contact with live overhead lines kills people and causes serious injuries every year.


This document sets out procedures which, if adopted, will reduce the number of 
these tragedies and the associated costs of repairs and lost production due to 
interrupted supplies.


The advice is aimed at those in control of any kind of work under or near to 
overhead electric lines including those lines serving any part of railway systems. It is 
particularly relevant to agriculture, construction and quarrying, and covers all work 
where long or high plant or equipment, such as scaffold poles, vehicles, cranes, 
irrigation equipment etc, are operated or moved under or near these lines.


HSE Books
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© Crown copyright 1997


First published 1977
Second edition 1991
Third edition 1997
Reprinted 1998, 1999, 2001, 2002, 2004, 2006


ISBN 978 0 7176 1348 9


All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in 
a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means (electronic, 
mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise) without the prior written 
permission of the copyright owner.


Applications for reproduction should be made in writing to:  
The Office of Public Sector Information, Information Policy Team,  
Kew, Richmond, Surrey TW9 4DU or e-mail: licensing@opsi.gov.uk


This guidance is issued by the Health and Safety Executive. Following the 
guidance is not compulsory and you are free to take other action. But if you do 
follow the guidance you will normally be doing enough to comply with the law. 
Health and safety inspectors seek to secure compliance with the law and may 
refer to this guidance as illustrating good practice.
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Introduction
1 Contact with live overhead lines kills people and causes serious injuries every 
year. A high proportion — about one third — of inadvertent line contacts prove fatal. 
This document sets out procedures which, if adopted, will reduce both the number 
of these tragedies and the associated costs of repairs and lost production due to 
interrupted supplies.


2 The advice is aimed at those in control of any kind of work under or near to 
overhead electric lines including those lines serving any part of railway systems. 


3 It is particularly relevant to agriculture, construction and quarrying and covers all 
work where long or high plant or equipment, such as scaffold poles, vehicles, cranes, 
irrigation equipment etc, are operated or moved under or near to these lines. 
 


The risk
4 Contact with overhead electric lines can be lethal whether they are carrying a 
voltage as high as 400 000 V or as low as 230 V. 


5 Overhead lines consist usually of bare (uninsulated) conductors (sometimes called 
cables) supported via insulators by wooden poles or metal towers and structures. 
Many people mistake overhead power lines carried on wooden poles for telephone 
wires.


6 If a crane jib, tipper lorry, excavator, scaffold pole, ladder, agricultural sprayer 
or similar object makes contact with or approaches near to these lines, an electric 
current can flow with a risk of fatal or severe shock and burns to any person in the 
immediate vicinity.


7 This can also occur with objects made from materials such as wood or plastic, 
which are normally regarded as electrical insulators. If damp or dirty, these may 
also be capable of transmitting sufficient current to cause dangerous or fatal electric 
shocks.


Note: Actual contact with a power line is not necessary to result in electric shock.  
A close approach to the line conductors may allow a ‘flashover’ or arc to take place. 
The risk of flashover increases as the line voltage increases.


Legal obligations
8 The Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1974 requires that employers provide 
‘systems of work that are, so far as is reasonably practicable, safe and without risks to 
health’. 


The Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations 1999 require a risk 
assessment to be carried out to identify the necessary precautions and to implement 
them. 


The Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 1994 place obligations on 
clients, designers, those planning the work and contractors to prevent or reduce risks 
in those places where these Regulations apply. These obligations include risks from  
working near overhead lines.
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The specific requirements for safety of work on or near overhead electric lines are 
set out in the Electricity at Work Regulations 1989:


(a)  regulation 4(3), which requires all work on or near an electrical system to be 
carried out so as to prevent danger, so far as is reasonably practicable; and 


(b)  regulation 14 which places particular safety requirements on work on or near 
live electrical conductors. 


 
See Annex A for further information on the Electricity at Work Regulations.


Avoidance of danger


9 The Approved Code of Practice which supports the Management of Health 
and Safety at Work Regulations 1999 sets out a hierarchy of precautions to take in 
order to control risks. For work at or near overhead power lines, application of this 
hierarchy suggests the following actions:


(a) find out if the work has to be carried out under or near overhead lines (can it be 
avoided altogether) or, if this cannot be done;


(b)  divert all overhead lines clear of the work area or, if it is not reasonable for this 
to be done;


(c)  make lines dead while the work is in progress or, if this cannot be done;
(d)  work around the live overhead lines using the precautions outlined in this 


guidance.


In some cases it may be necessary to use suitable combinations of these 
measures, particularly where overhead lines pass over permanent work areas. 


Work near overhead lines


10 Pre-planning of safe working procedures is important. The first step in avoiding 
danger is to find out whether there is any overhead electric line;


(a)  within or immediately adjoining the work area, or 
(b)  across any route to it. 


Information may be available from the local electricity supplier about location of 
their lines. 


If any such lines are found it should be assumed that they are live unless or 
until this has been proved otherwise by their owners.


11  If there are any electric lines over the work area, near the site boundaries, or 
over access roads to the work area, consult the owners of the lines so that the 
proposed plan of work can be discussed. Allow sufficient time for the line to be 
diverted or made dead, or for other precautions to be taken as described below. 


12  If the lines can only be made dead for short periods, then the passage of tall 
plant and, as far as is possible other work around the lines, should be scheduled at 
these times.  


13  Liaison between the persons responsible for the work and the owner(s) of the 
lines should be continued until the work has been completed.
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Precautions
14 The precautions depend on the nature of the work at the site. It is strongly 
recommended they are taken even when work near the line is of short duration. 
There are three broad categories of this work.


(a) Work areas where there will be no scheduled work or passage of plant under 
the lines. Here barriers can prevent close approach, particularly for construction 
or quarrying work.


(b) Work areas where plant will pass under the lines. Here defined passageways 
should be made.


(c) Work areas where work will be carried out beneath the lines. Here further 
precautions must be taken in addition to the erection of barriers with 
passageways.


For work which regularly takes place around some lines (eg agricultural work) 
precautions are described in paragraphs 32 to 40.


Work areas where there will be no work or passage of plant under 
the lines


15 Danger can be reduced by erecting ground level barriers parallel to the 
overhead line to prevent any part of the mobile plant approaching too close to 
the line (see Figure 1). The recommended minimum distance from a barrier to the 
position, projected vertically onto the ground, of the conductor nearest to that 
barrier is 6 metres.


Note: The owner of the line(s) may advise a minimum distance greater than  
6 metres, depending on the voltage of the overhead line. In certain cases, 
particularly where high voltage lines with long spans are involved, allowance should 
be made for lateral swing of the conductors, to maintain the safe distance from 
barriers to the overhead line at all times.


Figure 1  Sites where 
there will be no work or 
passage of plant under 
lines. Example of ground 
level barriers and high 
level bunting. Similar 
precautions apply to line 
supported on steel towers
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16 Where this minimum distance could be encroached upon by parts of mobile 
plant (eg crane jibs, excavator buckets etc), it is recommended that the plant 
operators are given an additional indication of the position of the barriers. A line 
of coloured plastic flags or ‘bunting’, mounted at a height of from 3 to 6 metres 
above ground level immediately over the barriers, could be used. Where bunting 
etc is provided at heights of 6 metres, the supports for the bunting should be sited 
at least 9 metres from the position of the nearest conductor to the barrier when 
projected vertically onto the ground. Care is necessary when erecting bunting and 
flags to avoid contact or approach near to the conductors.


17 Where plant such as a mobile crane is used, the recommended minimum 
horizontal distance of the ground level barriers from the path of the overhead lines 
is 6 metres plus the length of the crane jib or other overhanging part of the plant.


Note: The owner of the line may recommend a greater distance than this if the 
nature of the line requires it. In such cases the supplementary flags or bunting need 
not be provided.


18 Measurements should be made horizontally, from underneath the nearest 
conductor in the line, at ground level only. It is extremely dangerous to attempt to 
take vertical measurements.  


19 Where there will only be access on one side of the line, a barrier on this side 
only will suffice, but if the overhead line crosses the site, barriers will be required on 
both sides of it. If there is danger to people carrying metal scaffold poles, ladders 
or other conducting objects, then the barrier should be so arranged to prevent 
access by both people and mobile plant.


20 It is recommended that ground level barriers should be substantial enough that 
they are not easily moved. Examples are:


(a) a stout post and rail fence; or
(b) a tension wire fence earthed at both ends, having flags on the wire, the 


earthing arrangements of the fence being agreed in consultation with the 
electricity supplier; or


(c) large steel drums, for example 182 litre (40 gallon) oil drums filled with rubble 
and placed at frequent intervals; or


(d) an earth bank not less than 1 metre high and marked by posts to stop vehicles; 
or


(e) substantial timber baulks or concrete blocks to act as wheel stops.


Fences, posts, oil drums etc should be made as visible as possible, for example by 
being painted with red and white stripes. Alternate red and white plastic warning 
flags may be hung on or immediately above any fence line to improve their visibility.


21 It is strongly recommended that the storage of materials in the area between 
the overhead line(s) and any ground level barrier is prohibited. 


Work areas where plant will pass under lines


22 Where passage is required under the overhead line either along an access road 
or from one part of the work area to another, it is recommended that the danger 
area should be made as small as possible. This should be acheived by restricting 
the width of the passageway to the minimum needed for the safe crossing of 
plant. It is safest if the passageway crosses the route of the line at right angles (see 
Figure 2).  
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Height to be specified �
by electricity supplier


Width to be determined �
by site conditions �


(max. 10 m) ELEVATION


PLAN


Overhead conductors


6 m max.


Height 3-6 m


6 m minimum (refer to text)


6 m minimum


DANGER


Figure 2  Sites where plant will pass under the line. Example of rigid goal posts and barriers. 
Similar precautions apply to lines supported on steel towers
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The following precautions are recommended:


(a)  The number of such passageways should be kept to a minimum.  
(b)  The passageway should be fenced to define its route, and goal posts erected at 


each end to act as gateways in the barriers running parallel to the overhead line.  
(c)  The goal posts should be constructed from rigid, non-conducting material such 


as suitable timber or plastic pipe and distinctively marked in, for example, red and 
white stripes.  


(d)  At either side of the passageway, on or near the goal posts, there should be 
warning notices giving the cross-bar clearance height and instructing drivers to 
lower jibs, tipper bodies etc and keep below this height while crossing. 


(e)  On sites where work continues after dark the notices and cross-bars should be lit. 
It has also been found that illuminating the conductors is useful. The light fittings 
used for this illumination should be sited at ground level projecting the light upwards 
towards the conductors.


(f)  Additional warning notices should be erected on the approaches to the crossing, 
say about 30 metres away.  


(g)  The surface of the passageway should be levelled, firmed up and well maintained to 
prevent undue tilting or bouncing of the equipment when under the overhead line.


23 Carefully consider the speed and stopping distance of the vehicles and plant when 
determining the layout and location of goal posts and warning signs. This will assist in 
positioning the goal posts sufficiently far from the overhead line(s) to prevent any vehicle 
or plant coming to rest beneath the line(s), if the goal posts are struck.


24 In situations where passage under the line cannot be confined to a single track (eg 
road construction), it may not be possible to restrict the passageway to a width which 
can be spanned by a rigid non-conducting goal post. In these cases, tensioned steel 
ropes or plastic ropes may have to be used (see Figure 3). It is recommended that 
such ropes are sited on both sides of the line at least 12 metres horizontally from the 
path of the outer conductor. This increased distance is essential to reduce danger from 
loss of safety clearance due to the possibility of ropes being stretched by cranes and 
other appliances moving towards the line. Where steel ropes are used, they should be 
effectively connected to earth at each end. Coloured ‘bunting’ can be attached to the 
tensioned rope to make it more easily visible.


Work areas where work will be done beneath the line (other than in 
agriculture)


25 If  work beneath live overhead lines cannot be avoided, barriers, goal posts and 
warning notices should be provided. However, they will not prevent danger from 
upward movements of cranes, excavators or other appliances, nor will they prevent 
direct contact by workers where buildings or structures are being erected beneath the 
lines.  


Work at ground level only (eg pipe laying)


26 The following precautions are recommended:


(a) The safe clearance required beneath the overhead lines should be ascertained from 
the owner of the line(s).


(b) Plant, equipment or hand tools that could reach beyond the safe clearance limit 
should not be taken under the line.  


(c) Plant such as cranes and excavators should be modified by the addition of 
suitable physical restraints so that it cannot reach beyond the safe clearance limit. 
Restraining devices may be fitted to the derricking or slewing mechanism, or both, 
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DANGER DANGER


Height to be specified �
by electricity supplier


Width to be determined by site conditions


ELEVATION


PLAN


If wire, must be earthed (see text)Stay wire


Overhead conductors


Fencing stakes �
to be 1 m


6 m max.


Height 3-6 m


Access


corridor


12 m minimum (refer to text)


6 m minimum


Figure 3  Sites where plant will pass under the line. Example of the use of tensioned ropes 
across wide access points. Similar precautions apply to lines supported on steel towers
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as required. They may take the form of mechanical stops, or of limit switches for 
electrically driven cranes, or oil or fuel valves respectively for engine driven cranes 
with hydraulic or mechanical transmission.  


(d) Cranes with telescopic or fly jibs may need additional restraining devices to 
prevent alteration in length of jib or angle of fly jib.


(e) Access for plant and materials and the working of plant should be under the direct 
supervision of a suitable person appointed to ensure that safety precautions are 
observed.


Erection of buildings or structures underneath an overhead line


27 In cases where buildings or structures are to be erected under overhead lines 
(and for those occasions when work has to be done at or from an existing building) 
increased risks will arise because of the chance of safe clearances being reduced by 
the proximity of the works and by provision of the required access above ground level.


28 If the lines cannot be diverted or made dead as described in paragraphs 9 to 12, 
the following precautions are strongly recommended:


(a) The owner(s) of the line(s) should be consulted about proposed working methods. 
(b) The work should be carried out under the direct supervision of a suitable person, 


familiar with the risk, and appointed for the purpose of ensuring that safety 
precautions are observed.


(c) The use of tools or items of equipment, eg scaffold poles, ladders etc, which 
can reach high enough to touch the overhead line (or going close enough to it to 
cause a flashover to take place), should be avoided.  


(d) A horizontal barrier of timber or other insulating material should be erected 
beneath the live conductors to form a roof over the construction area. 
Alternatively, in some cases, an earthed steel net may be used. In either case this 
work should be carried out only after agreement with the owner(s) of the line(s) 
and it may be necessary to enable safe erection or dismantling of the barrier to 
have the line(s) temporarily made dead.


Use of insulating guards and proximity devices


29 The use of insulating guards to protect conductors from being contacted by jibs, 
scaffold poles, tipper lorries etc and/or proximity warning devices without other safety 
precautions are not accepted. 


Blasting


30 Danger arises from flying fragments that might damage or sever the line 
conductors, damage the insulators, or damage supporting structures with possible 
risk of collapse. Any of these events may cause the pole or tower, or the surrounding 
ground, to become live.


31 The following precautions should be adopted as appropriate:


(a) Where blasting is necessary under, or in the vicinity of, overhead lines, the 
owner(s) of the line(s) should be given adequate warning with a view to having the 
line(s) made dead, if this is practicable.


(b) One method of reducing the effect of flying fragments is to provide damping mats.
(c) To prevent damage to the foundations of towers and poles, or to any associated 


underground cables or other apparatus, shot firing holes should not be drilled in 
the immediate vicinity of such foundations.
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(d) Non-electric firing systems should be used for detonators whenever possible. 
This will avoid problems with unintentional initiation of the detonators due to 
induced currents from overhead power lines.  


(e) When this is not possible and electric firing is necessary, special precautions will 
need to be taken. The suppliers of the explosives and detonating system should 
be consulted about the suitability of the system chosen.


(f) When the detonators are electrically fired, danger can also arise if the shot firing 
cables are thrown into contact with the overhead line conductors. They may then 
become live, and hence make the apparatus to which they are connected live. 
The risk can be reduced by pegging or weighting the shot firing cables to the 
ground at about 1 metre intervals, taking care to avoid damaging the cables.


Agriculture and horticulture


32 Where field work is taking place it is impractical to erect barriers and goal posts 
around the overhead lines. Such devices are more appropriate for use at gateways, 
on tracks and at access points to farm yards. For field work the following measures 
are recommended:


Planning
33 Identify all overhead lines crossing or present on the land in question and mark 
them on a suitable plan or the farm map. This should be kept available at all times.


34 Check with the owner(s) of the line(s) what the maximum safe working height is 
for any sections that tall equipment may approach. 


35 Find out the maximum height and vertical reach of plant and machinery. 
Remember to take into account any aerials or other similar projections beyond the 
designed working height of the plant and machinery. This includes vertical folding 
boom spraying equipment.


Training
36 Everybody who works near overhead lines with a machine or equipment needs 
to know what the dangers are and the precautions to take.


Visitors (including contractors)
37 Instruct contractors about the presence and dangers of the overhead lines. Make 
sure they know where the lines are and tell them the precautions they need to take. 
Routes can be marked with safety signs to warn all visitors of the dangers.


Use of machinery
38 The following activities should not be carried out within 9 metres horizontal 
distance of overhead power lines supported on wooden poles and 15 metres for 
those supported on metal towers and structures:


(a) stacking bales, potato boxes or similar;
(b) folding sprayer booms;
(c) tipping trailers or lorries;
(d) operating materials handlers;
(e) working on top of combines or other high machinery.


39 Risks can be reduced by;


(a) establishing loading and unloading areas away from overhead lines so that there 
is less chance of contact;


(b) not storing long objects such as irrigation pipes or ladders near or under 
overhead lines;
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(c) carrying long objects horizontally using two people;
(d) considering the provision of a buried pipeline under the line so that there is no 


need to manipulate irrigation pipework under or near the line;
(e) not storing materials near to line support poles in the farm yard.


40 Where overhead lines cross farm yards and access routes, diversion of the 
overhead lines is to be preferred. Where this is not possible, consider creating 
alternative access points or routes. If this cannot be done, provide suitable warning 
signs and goal posts and barriers.


Forestry and arboriculture 


41 It is recommended the following precautions are taken:


(a) When tree felling near to overhead power lines, a clearance distance of at least 
two tree lengths on either side of each line should be established before felling is 
started. 


(b) The line of trees delineating this area will need to be suitably marked so that they 
are easily recognised.


(c) Felling within the clearance distance, ie within two tree lengths of the line, should 
only take place after consultation with the owner of the overhead power line.


(d) During arboriculture work, if any part of the tree is within 15 metres of a power 
line supported on metal towers or 9 metres of a line supported on wooden poles, 
consult the owner of the line before work is started. 


(e) Follow any code of practice issued by the owner of the line for establishing and 
maintaining clearances between trees and overhead power lines.


42 Further guidance can be obtained from the Forestry and Arboriculture Safety and 
Training Council (FASTCo), 231 Corstorphine Road, Edinburgh EH12 7AT 
Tel: 0131 314 6193 Fax: 0131 316 4344.


Railways and other transport systems with overhead conductors 


43 The following precautions are recommended to reduce the risk of accidents:


(a) All railway, or other electrified transport system, traction (power) supplies, whether 
overhead or at ground level, must be treated as being live/energised at all times, 
unless or until this has been proved otherwise by the owners.  


(b) Where work is to take place alongside or over railway tracks with overhead 
conductors, it is essential that no object or plant is permitted to approach near 
any overhead conductor. 


(c) This is best achieved by ensuring that no object or item of plant is permitted to 
cross the boundary of the railway system or project over any bridge parapet.


(d) Where it is likely that boundaries may need to be crossed or may be crossed 
accidentally, then the railway authority should be consulted before work 
commences.


(e) The owners of other transport systems, eg trams, metro-rail, should be consulted 
before any work is undertaken that may require approach near to overhead 
conductors or their supports. 


(f) The negotiation of public or private level crossings with long overhanging or high 
loads requires great care.


44 It should be noted that some electrified railways employ conductor rail systems 
at ground level which pose similar dangers if contact or close approach takes place. 
You are advised to seek guidance from the owners of the railway system.
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Annex A: Electricity at Work 
Regulations
1 Regulation 4(3) of the Electricity at Work Regulations 1989 requires that:


 “Every work activity, including ... work near a system, shall be carried out 
in such a manner as not to give rise, so far as is reasonably practicable, to 
danger”.


2 Regulation 14 deals with work near live conductors and says:


 “No person shall be engaged in any work activity on or so near any live 
conductor (other than one suitably covered with insulating material so as to 
prevent danger) that danger may arise unless (a) it is unreasonable in all the 
circumstances for it to be dead and (b) it is reasonable in all the circumstances 
for him to be at work on or near it while it is live and (c) suitable precautions 
(including where necessary the provision of suitable protective equipment) are 
taken to prevent injury”.


Guidance on these Regulations can be found in the Memorandum of Guidance on 
the Electricity at Work Regulations 1989 HSR25 HSE Books 1989 
ISBN 0 7176 1602 9 


Annex B: References
AIS8(rev 2) Working safely near overhead power lines (Third edition) HSE Books 
2000


Management of health and safety at work. Management of Health and Safety at 
Work Regulations 1999. Approved Code of Practice L21 (Second edition)  
HSE Books 2000 ISBN 0 7176 2488 9


Leaflet and video


Shock horror: Safe working near overhead power lines in agriculture Leaflet HSE 
Books 2003 (single copy free or priced packs of 10 ISBN 0 7176 2764 0) 
Video: available from HSE Books 1993 ISBN 0 7176 1973 7







Further information


For information about health and safety ring HSE’s Infoline Tel: 0845 345 0055  
Fax: 0845 408 9566 Textphone: 0845 408 9577 e-mail: hse.infoline@natbrit.com or 
write to HSE Information Services, Caerphilly Business Park, Caerphilly CF83 3GG.


HSE priced and free publications can be viewed online or ordered from  
www.hse.gov.uk or contact HSE Books, PO Box 1999, Sudbury,  
Suffolk CO10 2WA Tel: 01787 881165  Fax: 01787 313995 
HSE priced publications are also available from bookshops.
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Our smallest resident butterfly is easily overlooked, partly 
because of its size and dusky colouring, and partly because it 
is often confined to small patches of sheltered grassland where
Kidney Vetch is found. Males set up territories in sheltered positions,
perching on tall grass or scrub. Once mated, the females disperse 
to lay eggs but both sexes may be found from late afternoon 
onwards in communal roosts, facing head down in long grass. 
This butterfly occurs very locally throughout Britain, tends to 
live in small colonies and is declining in most areas.


Life cycle
Small blues are single brooded with adults usually flying from mid-May to late
June, with a partial second brood on southerly sites in late July and August. Eggs 
are laid singly, tucked into the young flower heads of prominent Kidney Vetch plants. 
The larvae feed on the developing flowers, burrowing deep into the floret. The larvae 
are cannibalistic and eat younger larvae they encounter. Females seldom lay on plants 
where an egg is already present. As the larvae grow, they sit more openly on the flower 
heads, biting holes in the base of the flowers to eat the seed. When fully grown they 
descend to the ground and pass the winter in soil crevices or under moss. 
They pupate the following spring also at ground level.


Population structure
The butterfly typically forms small, discrete colonies (<30 individuals at peak in most 
years) although some large populations are known. It is normally highly sedentary, 
with adults rarely moving more than 40m and males more sedentary than females. 
However, far longer movements have been recorded, and there is evidence that 
mobility may be greater and dispersal more frequent during hotter years. The butterfly 
has also been known to colonise newly created sites such as road cuttings where
these are close to existing colonies. Populations fluctuate greatly from year to year, 
possibly in relation to flowering cycles in the foodplant.


Conservation status
Priority Species in UK Biodiversity Action Plan. 
The Wildlife and Countryside Act (1981) specifies 
that a licence is needed for trading in this species.
Fully protected in Northern Ireland.


Foodplants
The sole foodplant is Kidney Vetch 
Anthyllis vulneraria. The larvae live only 
in the flower heads where they feed 
on developing anthers and seed.


Habitat
The Small Blue relies on grassland 
habitats that have a very specific 
combination of shelter to provide a 
warm micro-climate for the adults 
and early successional conditions 
where Kidney Vetch can flourish. 
Such habitats include chalk and 
limestone grassland, coastal grassland 
and dunes, river gravels and man-made
habitats such as quarries, gravel pits 
on eskers, road embankments and 
disused railways.J F M A M J J A S O N D


Egg


Caterpillar


Pupa


Adult


2000-4


• 1 sighting


• 2-9 max seen


• 10+ max seen


(271 squares)


° 1995-9


+ 1970-82


 







Grazing
Care should be taken not to graze too heavily
during the summer, especially with sheep, 
which can remove the flower-heads where
larvae are feeding. Extensive cattle grazing
throughout the year is ideal, although grazing
with sheep during the autumn and winter
months can provide suitable conditions.
Rotational grazing is another option provided
substantial areas are left ungrazed each year.
Moderate rabbit grazing and burrowing can
result in suitable conditions but populations
need to be carefully monitored. A contingency
plan needs to be established to implement
spasmodic stock grazing in the event of a 
crash in the rabbit population, or alternately
rabbit control or fencing in the event of a
population explosion.


Ground Disturbance
Periodic and or patchy disturbance with 
a bulldozer, tractor, flail or hand tools can 
help maintain suitable breeding habitat. 
Regular disturbance on some sites is 
essential to maintain a regular supply of
seedlings and continuity of flowering Kidney
Vetch. The monitoring of Kidney Vetch 
seedling establishment and bare ground 
is a useful way of determining habitat 
continuity; the lack of seedlings in a closed 
turf is an early warning of future problems.


Connectivity
Due to the small size and increasing isolation 
of its populations, the Small Blue is under threat.
Local extinction events are probably common
place due to the reliance on early successional
habitat and in the past these would have been
balanced by colonisations. However, due to loss
and fragmentation of habitat, colonisations are
becoming less frequent. Restoring connections
between colonies, for example along disused
railway lines, on derelict sites and quarries and
on new road verges, is vital for the long-term
conservation of this species. 


Habitat Creation
Breeding conditions for the Small Blue 
are relatively easy to create by either 
allowing sites to colonise naturally with 
Kidney Vetch or by planting Kidney Vetch 
of local provenance; best results are 
seen on uneven ground. 


How to survey/monitor
The best method is to search for adults 
and carry out timed counts or single species
transects. Eggs can be found by diligent
searches of flower heads during, or shortly 
after the egg-laying period. Habitat condition
surveys are also useful to identify suitable
breeding areas where the foodplant, 
Kidney Vetch should be present.


Habitat management for the Small Blue
Aim to maintain a mosaic of short and tall vegetation with high densities of 
flowering Kidney Vetch with flower or seed heads persisting through the year.


Head Office   Manor Yard East Lulworth   Wareham   Dorset   BH20 5QP   
Telephone: 01929 400209   Email: info@butterfly-conservation.org
www.butterfly-conservation.org
Compiled by Morag McCracken and Sharon Hearle. Photographs by Jim Asher, Tom Brereton and Sharon Hearle.
Butterfly Conservation is a registered charity and non-profit making company, limited by guarantee.
Registered Office: Manor Yard East Lulworth   Wareham   Dorset   BH20 5QP.   
Registered in England No. 2206468 - Registered Charity No. 254937
Designed and produced by cellcreative 01942 681648.   Printed on 100% recycled stock including 75% post-consumer waste.


below Ideal brownfield habitat


This leaflet was made possible by the 
financial support of Natural England via the 
Countdown 2010 Biodiversity Action Fund
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1.0 Site Description 


 
1.1 General information 
 
Site Name Yellow Land (found within an area known locally as the 


‘Heaps’ or ‘Spoils’) 
 
Grid Reference                                      SP 392 581 
 
Location  Northern edge of Bishop’s Itchington, off Ladbroke Road 
 
Status                                                       Part of designated Ecosite 19/35, of SINC quality 
       
Area                                                         1.11 acre 
 
Parish     Bishop’s Itchington 
 
County     Warwickshire 
 
Planning Authority   Stratford District Council 


      
 
 
 
 
1.2 Summary Description 
 
The Yellow Land is a 1.11 acre site on the northern edge of Bishop’s Itchington village. It is part of a 
much larger area (Bishop’s Hill/Bishop’s Bowl) that was once a limestone quarry. The Bishop’s Hill 
and Yellow Land were that part of the quarry used as a site for limestone waste from the nearby 
cement factory; the limestone-clay waste was used to infill the quarry on what is now the Yellow 
Land and also created Bishop’s Hill spoil heap. Ownership of the Yellow Land passed from Blue 
Circle Group Plc who subsequently released the land to the Parish Council. The Yellow Land and 
Bishop’s Hill have a diverse calcicolous flora that supports an equally valuable insect fauna (of 
regional and possibly national importance). 
 
 
1.3 Tenure  
 
 
The Yellow Land is owned by Bishop’s Itchington Parish Council. The wider Bishop’s Bowl/Lakes 
site is owned by Follett Property Holdings Ltd. 
 
 
 
 







 
1.4  Access 
 
Access is via a track off Ladbroke Road on the northern edge of the village. The entrance to the site is 
marked by a metal gate and kissing gate erected by the Parish Council. The Yellow Land is a public 
piece of land with restricted access to the land beyond (currently owned by Folletts Plc.). Folletts 
require that the land is fenced. Chestnut Pale fencing currently marks the land boundaries, although a 
desire line and vandalised section of the fence gives access to the land beyond. Many dog-walkers use 
this track.  
 
Several access issues currently exist: 
 
1) The entrance, although improved1, is still steep leading from the metal gate and of poor quality. 
2) The main desire lines are uneven and very muddy in poor weather, with many trip hazards. 
3) The site is not user friendly for those with mobility, visual or other impairments. 


 
An Access Audit was carried out on 22nd June 2007 by Barbara Kerr (National Register of Access 
Consultants) an auditor of Access2Audits (www.access2audits.co.uk). The main recommendations of 
the plan included: 
 


I. Entrance improvements1:  
a. A pedestrian gate accessible by the disabled. 
b. A footpath leading into the area from the gate with the aim of achieving a gradient of 


1:20 (maximum 1:12). 
II. Track improvements: 


a. A single perimeter or figure of 8 path 1200mm wide. 
b. A hard surface from compacted gravel or similar, with clearly defined edges (e.g. 


wood boarding). 
c. Sound boxes to assist the visually impaired. 


III. A permanent fence 
IV. Potential rest area/educational areas/art work 


a. Seating should be 500mm high with stable arm and back rests that are smooth and not 
cold to the touch. 


V. Signage: 
a. Interpretation board within 5m of entrance. To include tactile information. Height 


850-900mm. 
b. Coloured arrow directional signage should be provided from the start and at regular 


intervals along the route (especially at junctions). Arrows 1000mm above ground 
with additional tactile arrows on the top of the post. 


 
 
 
  
 
              
 
1 A pedestrian kissing gate with Radar Lock and a vehicle access gate were installed by the Parish Council 
following the recommendation. 



http://www.access2audits.co.uk/





 
 
1.5 Physical Environment 
 


(i) Geology and soils 
 
The Bishop’s Bowl/Bishop’s Hill Quarries excavated a grey-coloured mudstone and limestone of the 
Blue Lias Formation (Stratford-on-Avon District Council, 2007). The limestone has a banded 
appearance in cross-section, due to alternating layers of shale and limestone. Aged 195-200 million 
years old, the rocks are noted for the presence of numerous Jurassic fossils. An ichthyosaur and 
Plesiosaur were discovered on the site in 1927 and 1928. 
 
The soils of the Yellow Land are the products of quarry activities and scrub colonisation. The soil is 
calcareous and very clayey throughout, drying in summer and becoming waterlogged in winter. In 
areas where scrub has colonised, the clay soil has become enriched to varying degrees (greatest on the 
southern and eastern peripheries of the site). 
 
 
 
1.6 Ecology 
 
The Yellow Land is composed of a mosaic of habitats comprising small areas of species-rich 
calcicolous grassland and larger patches of dense developing Hawthorn/Blackthorn scrub with 
occasional trees e.g. Ash. Less frequent scrub species include Wild Privet Ligustrum vulgare, Dog 
Rose Rosa canina and Cotoneaster spp. A limited ground layer community of Ivy and Wood Avens 
Geum ubanum exists beneath the scrub canopy. Scrub development has occurred at the expense of the 
grassland community which currently occupies a small percentage of the site, mainly around the 
western and northern periphery. Towards the south-eastern boundary of the site, scrub has developed 
into semi-mature woodland with several large Hawthorn and Ash trees present. 
 
The Yellow Land is part of the wider Bishop’s Hill/Bishop’s Bowl Site of Importance for Nature 
Conservation (designated by Warwickshire County Council as Ecosite 19/35). Bishop’s Hill, 
overlooking the Yellow Land, is of regional and possibly national significance for its populations of 
invertebrates associated with the calcareous grassland: 
 
‘198 species of fly (Diptera) and 50 species of bees and wasps (Hymenoptera) have been 
recorded...25 nationally scarce species have also been recorded.’ (Warwickshire Museum Ecology 
Unit, 2006).  
 
‘Rare and uncommon species recorded include Kidney Vetch, Butterfly Orchid, Small Blue and 
Dingy Skipper butterflies, two Red Data Book dipteral (fly) species: Oxyna nebulosa – Picture 
Winged Fly...and Helina concolor.’ (Warwickshire Museum Field Services, 1999). 
 
Despite this, the area has not currently received any legally protective status.  
 
(i) Flora 
 
An ecological survey and management plan carried out in November 1999 by the Warwickshire 
Museum Field Services Ecology Unit (included with this management plan) identified a diverse range 
of grasses, including a typical calcicolous species Brizia media (Quaking Grass), together with  
species typical of semi-improved grassland e.g. Cynosurus cristatus (Crested Dog’s Tail) as well as 
more common rank grasses. 42 herbaceous species were recorded, including Common Spotted Orchid 







Dactylorrhiza fuchsia. The grassland component of the site is of high conservation value, due mainly 
to the lack of similar plant communities in the county and the diversity of insects it supports. 
 
A later survey (2006) recorded only 30 herbaceous grassland species across the site, including Kidney 
Vetch Anthyllis vulneria, Self-Heal Prunella vulgaris, Mouse-ear Hawkweed Pilosella officinarum 
and Lady’s Bedstraw Galium verum. Refer to the associated Warwickshire Museum Ecological 
Survey for the full list of species (Warwickshire Museum Ecology Unit, 2006). 
 
It is likely that scrub development between the two surveys has had some negative impact on species 
composition and extent of the calcicolous grassland, although the exact details are not clear. A notable 
absence from the 2006 survey was the Common Spotted Orchid Dactylorrhiza fuchsia. 
 
The scrub component is not devoid of ecological value – a Spurge Laurel specimen was recorded in 
2009 (Anton Irvin, Natural England, personal communication), and patches of scrub are important for 
stages of the life cycle for many insects and represent a valuable resource for the significant 
populations of birds present. 
 
(ii) Fauna.  
 
To date, no formal surveys of fauna have been carried out for the Yellow Land, although local 
enthusiast Pam Reason has kept regular records of butterfly species abundance since 2003 (see 
Appendix 6). The nearby Bishop’s Hill site has been surveyed extensively (Falk, 2006) and it is 
probable that at least some insect species present on Bishop’s Hill would be found on the Yellow 
Land. In particular, 103 species of bee and wasp were recorded at this site, of which 10 were 
regionally scarce. Comparisons with other designated calcicolous site nearby such as Ufton Fields, 
revealed a much more diverse and significant aculeate assemblage on Bishop’s Hill (Falk, 2006). 
 
The high insect species diversity of the wider Ecosite 19/35 is documented in the Warwickshire 
Museum Ecology Unit report (2006); notable is the presence of many locally and nationally rare 
Hymenoptera (saw flies, wasps, bees and ants), Diptera (true flies), Coleoptera (beetles), Lepidoptera 
(butterflies) and Odonata (dragonflies). Ant hills by the Yellow Ant Lasius flavus are a feature of 
Yellow Land. 
 
Of particular interest are breeding populations of several priority butterfly species (as identified in the 
UK Biodiversity Action Plan). These include: Small Blue Cupido minimus; Grizzled Skipper Pyrgus 
malvae and Dingy Skipper Erynnis tages. Informal observations have confirmed the presence of these 
species on the Yellow Land. 
 
A breeding-birds survey within the Ecology Unit Report (dated June, 2003) reveals the presence on 
Bishop’s Hill of a wide variety of species, including Red List species such as the Turtle Dove, 
Skylark, Spotted Flycatcher, Marsh and Willow Tits. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.1 Kidney Vetch and the Small Blue Butterfly, both present on the Yellow Land 







 
1.7 Warwickshire Biodiversity Action Plan  
 
The Warwickshire Local Biodiversity Action Plan (LBAP) for calcareous grassland, recognises both 
the importance and scarcity of limestone grassland communities nationally and in Warwickshire.  
 


‘Nationally, the cover of calcareous grassland has suffered a sharp decline over the last 50 
years. Such grasslands are highly susceptible to changes in, or cessation of, 
management. It is estimated that before 1935, unimproved limestone grassland covered 
over 40% of the Cotswolds, this has sharply declined to around 1.5% today.’ (Irving, 2004). 


 
 
Whilst Warwickshire, Coventry and Solihull contain only 62.9Ha of calcicolous grassland, 
nonetheless:  
  


‘Calcareous grassland is ... extremely important for invertebrates, with perhaps in excess of 
500 strongly calcicolous Warwickshire species.’ (Irving, 2004). 


 
In Warwickshire, these sites are now largely confined to the south and east of the county in old 
quarries or along railway and canal cuttings (see Map 1). The Bishop’s Hill – Bishop’s Bowl 
complex, including as it does the Yellow Land, is recognised as one of several important sites in 
Warwickshire not designated as a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI): 
 


‘Recent entomological surveys have shown that the two most important sites for 
calcicolous insects are the Bishops Bowl – Bishops Hill complex and Southam quarry, not 
currently SSSIs but appear to support considerable national significance (the latter is the 
richest bumblebee site in the Midlands today). 
 


The LBAP also notes the importance of limestone grassland for dozens of declining insect species and 
several declining butterfly species e.g. The Small Blue and Grizzled Skipper, both of which are 
present on site. The importance of scrub edge habitat within limestone grassland is also noted, in 
particular for insects such as the Chalk Carpet moth, present on the Bishop’s Hill site. 
 
LBAP Objectives and Targets 
 
Several LBAP targets apply directly to the Yellow Land project. These include: 
 
B. To improve the condition of all lowland calcareous grassland above 0.25ha, that is currently in 
unfavourable condition to favourable or improving by 2006 
 
C. To increase the extent of the habitat by creating an additional 1Oha of lowland calcareous 
grassland, including one site of at least 5ha by 2015 
 
E. To enhance public appreciation of lowland calcareous grassland 2004-2015 
 
Threats 
 
Possible threats to the limestone grassland on the Yellow Land identified by the Warwickshire LBAP 
include: 
 


1) Scrub encroachment 
2) Fragmentation and isolation of sites 
3) Lack of active management







1.8  Cultural 
 
(i) Past Land Use 
 
The Yellow Land is part of an old limestone quarry complex that has been in-filled with clay waste 
from the nearby cement factory, now dismantled. The quarry was in operation from the mid-late 19th 
century until the 1970s, although parts of the wider site were used for storage and distribution until 
1994. The quarry complex was acquired by Follett Property Holdings Ltd in 1994 (Stratford-on-Avon 
District, 2008). The spoil heap overlooking the Yellow Land was re-graded by the land-owner. 
 
(ii) Public Use 
 
The entrance to the Yellow Land was traditionally used as an access point to/from the village of 
Bishop’s Itchington onto the old quarry workings. Bishop’s Itchington itself grew up as a result of 
employment generated by the quarry workings. 
 
The Yellow Land is now used mainly by dog-walkers, who use the land as access to the Bishop’s Hill 
complex beyond. The area has great potential to be used by a variety of user groups from the nearby 
village e.g. Mums and toddlers; Women’s Institute; Primary School; Cubs and Scouts. 
 
(iii) Education 
 
In the period September –December 2009, school groups from the local primary school have visited 
the site. More trips and activities are planned for 2010. 
 
 


1.9 Ecological relationships and implications for management 
 
The Yellow Land is noted primarily for its rare insect species, especially the Small Blue and Grizzled 
and Dingy Skippers. The grassland habitat has declined in extent on the Yellow Land over the last 10 
years and should be restored as the focus of any conservation efforts. However, the site also contains 
significant populations of birds and habitat management should aim to maintain suitable scrub habitat. 
A balance must be struck between scrub development (a vital resource for birds and for the life-cycle 
of many insect species) and limestone grassland. Scrub edge (the boundary between scrub and 
grassland) is of particular value. 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 







 


2.0 Evaluation of the site 


Size: The Yellow Land itself is a relatively small size (1.11 acres). If the entire area were calcicolous 
grassland it would represent less than 1% of the total area of calcicolous grassland within 
Warwickshire.  
 
Diversity: 30-40 herbaceous plant species have been recorded within the grassland community, 
together with 12 grass species and 11 scrub species. Whilst plant species numbers are relatively high 
for the site as a whole, the dominance of Hawthorn and Blackthorn scrub restricts much of this 
diversity to small patches within the overall site. 
 
Naturalness: The current vegetation community is a result of significant historical intervention; 
quarrying was followed by infill and then regrading. The current plant community has developed on 
limestone waste and, since the cessation of significant disturbance over the last 10-15 years, has 
developed successionally from calcicolous grassland through to scrub/woodland with grassland 
elements. The plant community now present, may have descended from older, pre-industrial 
calcicolous meadows (Steven Falk, personal communication). 
 
Rarity: The percentage cover of the UK by calcicolous grassland communities has declined 
significantly over the last 50 years. In Warwickshire, only 62.9 Ha remain. The presence of this plant 
community on the Yellow Land represents a very scarce habitat. Kidney Vetch Anthyllis vulneria is 
also present on site, rare due to its role as a coloniser of newly disturbed calcareous sites. 
 
Fragility: The site is vulnerable to trampling, inappropriate management (including grassland cutting 
at the wrong time of year and lack of scrub clearance) and successional process i.e. competition from 
course grasses and scrub development. Kidney Vetch flowers should be protected wherever possible, 
as the sole food source of the Small Blue butterfly larvae. 
 
Typicalness: The site is representative of old limestone quarry workings in Warwickshire but as such, 
is not typical of the region in general. 
 
Position in an ecological unit: the significance of the Yellow Land lies in the connection to the 
surrounding landscape, in particular Bishop’s Hill (see map 2, Appendix 1), a calcicolous grassland 
community of high conservation importance, and the nearby Bishop’s Bowl Lakes, previously a 
Warwickshire Trust Nature Reserve. Any grassland restoration on the Yellow Land is effectively 
increasing the total extent of grassland present on Ecosite 19/35. 







 


3.0 Public Consultation Results 
 
3.1 Techniques 
 
In order to assess public opinion as regards design and habitat improvements to the Yellow Land, a 
public consultation was carried out between September and December 2009. Public opinion was 
carried out in the following ways: 
 


1. Open evenings: two evenings were booked to allow any resident to share their views. The 
first was held on 8th October and was planned to allow open ended suggestions using a 
variety of techniques. Unfortunately only one person attended. The second event was held 
in December and was planned to allow comment on a draft design of the site. 8 people 
attended.  
 


2. Questionnaire: A questionnaire was designed to be used at any consultation event (see 
Appendix 5). The design gave opportunity for simple ticking of choices as well as 
prompts for more open ended suggestions and comments. It also asked questions on site 
usage and gave an opportunity to become more involved in the project. 47 
questionnaires were completed and returned. 
 


3. Attending various community meetings: in order to interview a wide range of people 
within the community, various meetings/events were attended and questionnaires together 
with information boards used to generate ideas and discussion. Events attended included: 


a. Primary School parent’s evening 
b. Crafty Cuppa: local coffee and craft morning in the Memorial Hall 
c. Christmas Fayre (Primary School) and Memorial Hall 
d. Christmas Tree Festival (Parish church). 
e. Senior resident’s coffee morning 


 
4. Interviews with local organisations: these included the Headmaster of the local primary 


school; key members of the women’s Institute; the vicar of the local Parish Church; the 
manager of the local social club (The Greaves Club); Busy-Bees Preschool group. 
 


5. Resident’s Focus Group: A focus group of residents from the Bishop’s Gate Road 
resulted in input from 9 local residents who live very close to the Yellow Land. 
 


6. Individuals: four households were visited of people who had expressed an extra interest in 
the outcome of the project. A Saturday morning was also spent outside the local 
newsagents canvassing opinion. 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 







 
3.2 Questionnaire results 


 
Site Usage 
 
The responses of interviewees to how often they use the Yellow Land are shown in figure 3.1 below. 
Responses seem to indicate that the Yellow Land is currently under-used. 


 
 


Figure 3.1 Percentage of ‘visiting frequencies’ to the Yellow Land. 
 
The purposes given for visiting the Yellow Land are shown in figure 3.2 below: 
 
 
 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.2 Percentage values of reasons given for visiting the Yellow Land 
 
 
 
General likes and dislikes 
 
The full list of comments is given in Appendix 5. In general, negative perceptions of the site included 
its level of untidiness and the presence of rubbish, overgrown vegetation and dog mess. Positive 
perceptions generally revolved around the sense of peace and quiet and ‘naturalness’ of the site. Many 
people commented that they would like the site to remain relatively unspoilt, or designed ‘simply’. 
 
 
 
 







 
Specific improvements 
 
The total positive response to each specific design feature is shown in figure 3.3 below: 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.3 Percent in favour of specific design suggestions, expressed as a percentage of the total returned 
questionnaires (47 people responded).  
 
 
If the figure of >50% is taken as an overall positive response to a design feature, then most features 
could be included in the final design. The notable exceptions are a decorative front gate (only 11% of 
respondents voted in favour) and an entrance archway (28%). The most popular options were: 
interpretation boards (74%); seating (81%) and a children’s area and nature trail (72%). 
 
Respondents were then given further choices as to the specific nature of some of the design features. 
For example, having chosen seating, four specific design options were then available (metal, wooden, 
recycled and picnic bench). The results of these choices are shown in figure 3.2 below: 
 
 
 
 
 Art work Interpretation 


Seating Fencing 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.4 Positive responses to different types of each design feature. Figures are given as a percentage of 
total respondents to the main feature e.g. for seating, 68% of those who wanted seating ticked the 
recycled bench option. Questionnaire design allowed for more than one choice.  







 
 
 
The main indications from the questionnaire results are that: 
 


• The vast majority of respondents wanted some form of interpretation (of which a large 
combination interpretation board detailing the history and wildlife of the site is the most 
popular choice), seating (of which a seat made out of recycled materials is most popular) and 
fencing around the site (wooden post and rail fence is overwhelmingly the most popular 
choice). 


• Art work (sculpture) and an improved pathway are only marginally supported. In particular, 
sculpture based on an historical theme is very unpopular.  


• A dedicated children’s area and nature trail received strong support. 
• The inclusion of a decorative front gate and archway is not supported. 


 
 
 
3.3 Additional input 
  
A variety of organisations in Bishop’s Itchington were interviewed as part of the public consultation. 
Comments are included below: 
 


Pre-school group Busy-Bees (meeting): 
• They would like an area of mown grass for sitting 
• Having a map/stamp trail would be good (hunting for things) 
• Enclose the space but leave some natural hazards (e.g. Hawthorn) 
 


 Women’s Institute (via email): 
• They would like the site to be managed to maximise resource for Honey and 


Bumble bees, in line with the national WI initiative. 
 


Senior Residents (represented by Val Key and Anne Murphy): 
• Improve the entrance (including a graded ramp for disabled and elderly and 


appropriate signage). 
• Place benches where there is a view (one near the front would be useful) 
• Could the unsafe pylons by fenced off and could car parking be improved? 


 
 Bishop’s Gate focus group meeting (26th October 2009): 


• Encouraging youth to congregate there could have associated problems – reduce 
the amount of seating 


• Is it possible to have parking at the entrance? 
• The existing entrance gate – is it small enough to stop motor bikes going 


through? 
• The success at Ufton Fields was due to it being left wild with a ranger to monitor 
• Site could look more appealing, more open 
• How about a trail for youngsters and mothers – rubbings/treasure hunt 
• On the property with Leylandii, only take down the Leylandii on the Yellowland 


side of the fence so that privacy is maintained 
• MrWalters (No.22) would like his access maintained via a gate 
• It would be good to celebrate the site history 







• Sculptures will get ruined; could possibly do something low key that incorporates 
the dinosaur theme. Prioritise (so an entrance archway is a low priority). 


• Incorporate the Yellow Land into existing walks – put in the Scene 
• Need dog bins on site 
• The access to the site is poor from the Bishop’s Gate road – particularly along 


Ladbroke Road. Could this be improved? 
 


 
Statutory organisations 


 
Natural England (Anton Irving) via email and visit to the Yellow land on December 10th 
2009:  


 
• Limestone chippings are ideal as you do not want to alter the acidity of the soil. 
• ‘In view of the heavy clay nature of the site and its position at the foot of the mound 


(Bishop’s Hill) being liable to runoff, you may...require some crushed stone as a sub-
base. 


• Having a bund as a path edge is liable to cause water run-off problems. 
• Allow the grassland from cut areas of scrub to self-seed (minimal wildflower 


planting). 
 
Eon (Energy company) site visit December 8th 2009: 


 
• High and low voltage electricity cables run under the site at the entrance. Any 


regrading works would need to take this into account. 
• Health and Safety Executive Guidlines should be followed.  


 
Warwickshire Museum Ecology Unit via email. 
 


• (Anna Swift) A children’s formal area would be better located closer to the road and 
the area currently covered in nettles; the ecological interest is lower here. Keep the 
approach simple and avoid very short mown formal grass. 


• Obtain baseline data on agreed groups (insects, birds, bats, rare plants etc) then 
review at the end of the year how often to gather more data (annually or less often) 
and who might be able to do this.  This might depend on the volunteer group. WCC 
Ecology Unit involvement requires a charge for our time. 


• (Steven Falk) Yellow land should not be over-formalised - crushed stone paths are 
not as ecologically sound as adopting the trodden clay paths that already exist - no 
bees and wasps are going to nest in crushed rock for instance. Avoid grassy circle 
with benches as this will intensify/concentrate disturbance of the Yellow land in a 
new way and could affect the ecology of the land quite drastically.  


• Manage the yellow land for its ecology with simple straightforward access. If and 
when the rest of Bishops Hill enters the equation, there will be much more scope for 
educational features, seating etc. across the site as a whole with nicer views across the 
countryside. 


• No need to increase scrub edge, because that implies increasing the amount of scrub 
(and every bit of scrub edge is a potential source of scrub invasion that requires more 
resources to control. 30% max scrub plus flowery open areas with lots of the key 
flowers (Kidney Vetch, Oxe-eye Daisy, BF Trefoil etc), non-surfaced footpaths that 
use the existing network, a couple of benches. It is a tiny area, so ecologically 
sensitive to landscaping and concentrated disturbance. 


 







4.0 Management objectives 


 
 
1. To prevent natural succession and maintain the calcicolous grassland and scrub in favourable 
condition such that: 
 


• The grassland is a mosaic of tall grass with shorter areas and patches of bare earth to facilitate 
Kidney Vetch colonisation. 


• Approximately 70% of the total area is grassland. In any compartment (see Appendix 2): 
o 30-70% is taller grassland  
o 10-30% is bare ground or short vegetation < 5cms tall  
o The frequency of Kidney Vetch is increased 


• No more than 30% of the total area is covered by scrub, including bramble. The scrub should 
be managed to maximise structural diversity i.e. a range in shrub age within a stand achieved 
through selective coppicing. 


 
 
2. To maintain a wide range of invertebrate species such that: 
 


• The breeding populations of Small Blue, Grizzled and Dingy Skipper Butterflies are 
maintained or increased (comparisons will need to be made with historical data: see 
Appendix 6). 


• The scores for ground-nesting Aculeate Hymenoptera (bees and wasps) are maintained or 
increased (see Falk, 2006: These scores could include species richness, Rarity Scores and 
Species Quality Index or SQI). Appropriate baseline values need to be agreed with County 
Recorder (currently Steven Falk). Surveys in Year 1 should provide this data. 


 
 
3. To allow access onto and appreciation of the site by all sectors of the community. In 
particular: 
 


• To enable access onto and around the site for special needs groups (including wheelchair, 
emotionally vulnerable and visually impaired users). 


• To encourage use of the site by local school and pre-school groups through the development 
of a dedicated area and activities aimed at such users. 


• To raise awareness of the location of the site through effective signage and promotion. 
• To engage members of the community in consultation and implementation of site 


improvements and monitoring 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 







5.0 Prescription 


5.1 Actions 
 
Refer to Appendix 2 for compartment locations 
 
Project Details Timing Who Notes 
1. Scrub control 
 


1.1 Clear up to 70% of scrub in accordance with 
landscape design (see Appendix 2) 
 


1.2 Spot treat with herbicide to prevent re-growth 
 


 
1.3 Burn or chip cut material on site 


 
1.4 Allow natural grassland colonisation to proceed on 


newly cut sites. Seed as necessary. 
 


Winter Year 1  
(Oct-Feb) 


Volunteers 
and local 
groups 
 
BTCV 
 
Community 
Service group 
 
Butterfly 
Conservation 


Leave specimen trees and shrubs (e.g. 
Spurge Laurel) 
 
Licensed handler is required for 
herbicide application (Glyphosate). 


2. Scrub maintenance 2.1 Coppice and thin on 10 year rotation to maximise 
scrub structural diversity (compartments 1- 5). Coppice 
adjacent areas in sequence i.e. 1,2,3. Leave specimen trees 
as required. 
 
2.2  Burn cut material on dedicated burn site 
 
2.3  Monitor incursion of scrub into open grassland. Cut      
back and treat as required to maintain open grassland 
 


Winter, years 1-5 
(Oct-Feb) 


Biodiversity 
group  
 
Friends of 
Group 


Coppice one compartment every two 
years or as required. In section 5, cut 
selected shrubs only to promote 
diversity in terms of age 
 
Consult IN124 – ‘The Scrub 
Management Handbook: Guidance on 
the management of scrub on nature 
conservation’ available via the Natural 
England website 


3. Grassland 
Management 
 


3.1 Maintain a mosaic of tall and short grass patches 
within each compartment  (30-70% tall herb 
grassland).Cut back coarse growth as necessary and 
remove cuttings (to create habitat piles or compost on 
southern boundary of site) 
 


*Avoid target butterfly species breeding sites where 
possible 


 


Years 1-10 
 
Late summer 
(August) 
Vary the timing of 
cutting 
 
 
 


Biodiversity 
group  
 
Friends of 
Group 


Rotationally cut one or several 
grassland compartments each year and 
create a mosaic in each area (i.e. don’t 
cut entire compartment). 
 
 
 
 
 







 
3.2 Create small areas of bare ground about 0.5m2 and a 


few centimetres deep (5% of area approx).  
 


 
3.3 Allow natural colonisation of newly exposed ground 


and monitor Kidney Vetch establishment. Where 
needed reseeding or planting should not cover entire 
area (less than 50%) and should use plants of local 
provenance (www.butterflyconservation.org, 2009) 


 
3.4 Assess effects of rabbit grazing to ensure that growth 


is patchy rather than uniformly short. Install rabbit 
proofing as required. 


 


 
 
Late flowering 
season (May) 
 
 
Spring Year 1-10 
 
 
 


 
Patches of bare ground with suitable 
food-plants growing over them 
represent preferred egg-laying sites for 
target butterfly species and offer new 
colonization sites for Kidney Vetch 
seeds. 
 


4. Hard Landscaping 
 


4.1 Construct stone aggregate pathway minimum 
1200mm wide to form a circular walk. No wooden 
edging needed. 
 


4.2 Improve wheelchair access on the path leading away 
from the entrance. Pathway gradient no more than 
1:12 
 


4.3 Construct permanent fence around the site perimeter 
 


4.4 Maintain footpaths and fences 
 


4.5 Construct school’s area: to include willow tunnel, den 
and circular area of seating (earth bund and wooden 
stakes). Sow limestone grass mix of native 
provenance and cut regularly. 


 
4.6 Install seating 


 
 


Year 1 
 
 
 
 
Year 1 
 
 
 
 
Year 1 
 
Year 2-5 


Contractor  
Volunteers 
 
 
 
Contractor  
Volunteers 
 
 
Contractor  
Volunteers 
 
Biodiversity & 
Friends Group 


• Develop specification from 
BTCV Footpaths Handbook 
and contractor advice 


• Stone aggregate should be in 
keeping with limestone sub-
strata and, ideally, locally 
sourced. 


• Use contractors for works 
using volunteers as extra 
labour. Install posts early in 
season to avoid disturbance to 
Small Blue 
 
 


• Seat in keeping with 
surrounds 


5. Education and 
access 
 
 


5.1 Install and maintain  interpretation boards 
 
5.2 Install and maintain trail markers for visually impaired 
 
5.3 Have a supply of leaflets at key locations (e.g. Local 


Year 1 (then all 
years) 
Year 1 (then all 
years) 
Year 1 (then all 


Contractor  
Volunteers 
 
 
 


• Interpretation board at the 
entrance to include all site 
information (large board) 


• Small historical interpretation 
board to be placed in view of 



http://www.butterflyconservation.org/





cafe; Tourist information; Church) 
 
5.4 Develop an annual programme of events for the 
community to be publicised locally and in Wildlife Trust 
and Butterfly Conservation websites/literature 
 
5.5 Establish a set of curriculum resources for the local 
Primary School and pre-school including nature trail 
 
5.6 Construct nature trail 
 


years) 
 
Year 1 
 
 
 
Year 1 


 
 
Project officer 
 
 
 
Project officer 
 
Primary 
School 


spoil heaps 


6. Wildlife monitoring 
 
 
 
 
 
 


6.1 Agree species/group targets for assessing impacts of 
management work. Obtain baseline data. 
 
6.2 Regular monitoring of key fauna (birds and butterflies 
transects) and flora species 
 
6.3 Additional annual habitat survey (to include detailed 
insect survey) 


Year 1 (June) 
 
 
All years 


Warwickshire 
Ecology Unit/ 
Volunteers/ 
Butterfly 
Conservation 


 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 







 
5.2 Management prescription timings 
 
Year 1 
 


Project Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb March April May June July Aug Sept 
Scrub Control 
and 
maintenance 


1.1-1.4 1.1-1.4 1.1-1.4 1.1-1.4 1.1-1.4 1.1-
1.4 


       


Grassland 
management 


     3.3  3.2    3.1 and 
3.2 


 


Hard 
Landscaping 


   Clear 
entrance 


4.5 4.5 4.1; 4.2; 
4.3; 4.5 


4.1; 
4.2; 
4.3; 
4.5 


 4.6 4.3 
 


  


Education and 
access 


   5.4  5.5    5.1 and 
5.2 


5.1 and 
5.2 


5.3 


Wildlife 
monitoring 


   6.1 and 
winter 
birds 


 6.2 6.2 6.2 6.1 
Full 
survey 


6.2 6.2 6.2 


 
 
Years 2- 10 


Project Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb March April May June July Aug Sept 
Scrub Control 
and 
maintenance 


2.1-2.3 2.1-2.3 2.1-2.3 2.1-2.3 2.1-2.3 2.1-
2.3 


       


Grassland 
management 


     3.3  3.2    3.1 and 
3.2 


 


Hard 
Landscaping 


      4.4 
 


4.4      


Education and 
access 


         5.1 and 
5.2 


5.1 and 
5.2 


5.3 


Wildlife 
monitoring 


        Full 
survey 


   







1. For the target insect species, the ideal grassland structure currently exists just beyond the Yellow Land fence at the base of Bishop’s Hill. This area 
consists of a mosaic of tall and short grass patches (each with associated herbaceous species) and significant patches of bare ground, necessary for the 
establishment of Kidney Vetch (see figure 5.1 below). 


 
5.3 Additional Notes: 
 
The following additional guidance is in response to a site visit by Steven Falk (January, 2010): 
 


2. The aim would be to try and encourage this plant community further onto the Yellow Land – removing scrub and scraping away the laying of moss 
and topsoil that has accrued under the scrub. This will involve an element of experimentation. 


3. The scraped areas can be sown with a seed mix of local provenance. Speak to Butterfly Conservation. 
4. A certain amount of experimentation will be needed in these areas in order to recreate this grassland mosaic. This could involve: selective strimming; 


creating patches of bare earth; monitoring scrub incursion; monitoring the effects of rabbit grazing. 
5. Existing areas of Black Medick are an important component of the site mosaic – they support a rare wasp Odynerus melanocephalus which feeds on 


caterpillars of the weevil Hypera postica that form larval cocoons within the Black Medick. 
6. Other compositae e.g. hawkbits provide a vital adult food supply. 
7. Bare earth ‘cliffs’ are needed as nesting sites for many aculeates, but these are catered for at Bishop’s Hill itself, so needn’t necessarily be added on 


the Yellow Land. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Figure 5.1 Example of desired grassland/scrub structure for the Yellow Land. 
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APPENDIX 1 


Map 1: Yellow Land location 
 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Map 1 Bishop’s Itchington and the Yellow Land (     ) within the East Midlands region and Warwickshire (Dark area). Other significant calcicolous grassland sites are also 
highlighted (     ). Map courtesy of www.freewebs.com/ukgenerations/warwickshire‐map.bmp







Bishop’s Hill (The ‘Spoils’)


The Yellow Land


Map 2: Detailed location of the Yellow Land 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 







KEY: 


Scrub


Stone pathway


Informal paths


Bench


Wooden fence


Mature trees


Litter/Dog bin


Information 
board 


Disabled access


Primary and pre‐
school area: 


Circular seating 
(wood and earth) 


Willow tunnel and 
wood/earth den 


Circular area of 
closely cut grass 


1:12 ramp at 
entrance 


Removal of dumped material 
(e.g. concrete) and brambles; 
earthworks and sowing of 
calcicolous wildflower mix 


Entrance improvements: 
signage rationalisation; 
removal of old metal 
fencing;  


Following scrub removal and 
stump treatment, scrape away 
surface moss/soil and sow 
Kidney Vetch to facilitate 
eastwards spread of grassland 


APPENDIX 2 


Ecologically sensitive area: 
lots of Kidney Vetch, and 
Small Blue sightings. Avoid 
trampling 


Rare wasp Odynerus 
melanocephalus found 
feeding on weevils on Black 
Medick in this area


Keep mature trees 
towards east of the site 


Recycled bench 


Hedge line used heavily by birds 
e.g. Chaffinch, Goldfinch, 
Greenfinch, Blue Tit etc. 
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Management compartments 
 


 


 


 


 


 
The plan opposite illustrates the boundaries 
for the management plan mentioned in 
section 5. 
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Dingy Skipper
Erynnis tages
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In sunshine, the Dingy Skipper often basks on bare ground with
wings spread wide. In dull weather, and at night, it perches on 
the tops of dead flowerheads in a moth-like fashion with wings
curved in a position not seen in any other British butterfly. This
small brown and grey butterfly is extremely well camouflaged. 
It may be confused with the Grizzled Skipper, the Mother Shipton
moth, and Burnet Companion moth, which sometimes occur 
on the same sites at the same time. The Dingy Skipper is locally
distributed throughout Britain and Ireland, but has declined
seriously in recent years, especially in Eastern England 
and the Midlands.


Life cycle
There is one generation a year, but in hot summers there may be a partial second 
brood at some southerly sites. Adults usually fly from early May to the end of June 
but they can begin to emerge as early as mid-April in warm springs. The few second 
brood adults emerge in August. Eggs are laid singly on young leaves of the foodplants 
and females choose the longest shoots of large plants growing in sheltered situations. 
The larvae hide in tents formed by spinning the leaves of the foodplant together and 
feed through the summer months. When fully grown, each larva spins more leaves 
together to form a hibernaculum in which to spend the winter. Pupation occurs 
the following spring in the hibernaculum, without further feeding.


Colony structure
The Dingy Skipper occurs in discrete colonies, many of which are very small and 
consist of fewer than 50 adults at the peak of the flight period. It is a sedentary 
species that is unlikely to colonise new areas of habitat unless they are close to 
existing populations. However, observations of natural colonisations reveal that 
a few individuals may move several kilometres.


Conservation status
Priority Species in UK Biodiversity Action Plan. 
Fully protected under the Wildlife (Northern Ireland) Order 1985.


Foodplants
Common Bird’s-foot-trefoil Lotus corniculatus
is the usual foodplant in all habitats. 
Horseshoe Vetch Hippocrepis comosa
is also used on calcareous soils, and 
Greater Bird’s-foot-trefoil L. pedunculatus
is used on heavier soils.


Habitat
Colonies occur in a wide range of open, 
sunny habitats including chalk downland,
heathland, woodland rides and clearings,
coastal habitats such as dunes and undercliffs.
In urban areas, brownfield sites, including old
quarries, railway lines and waste ground are
the main habitat. Suitable conditions occur
where foodplants grow in a sparse sward,
often with patches of bare ground in a sunny,
sheltered situation. Taller vegetation is also
required for shelter and roosting.


J F M A M J J A S O N D
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• 1 sighting
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• 10+ max seen
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eggs on 
Bird’s-foot-trefoil


 







Grazing
The most suitable grazing regimes are 
those that produce a range of sward heights
including breeding patches of less than 5cm.
Cattle grazing is superior to sheep grazing as 
it results in a less uniform sward. Late spring 
or early summer grazing should be avoided, 
as egg-laying female Dingy Skippers generally
avoid damaged foodplants.


Mowing
Mowing is always a poor alternative to grazing.
However where grazing is impractical, a single
annual cut in the autumn can maintain Dingy
Skipper sites. Grassland should be mown on
rotation, leaving some areas uncut each year. 
All cuttings should be removed from site.


Scarification and Topsoil Stripping
Scarification is a useful means of extending 
and restoring habitat patches within areas of 
tall vegetation. Scarification is more likely to 
be successful on nutrient-poor soils. Some 
tall vegetation should remain untouched, while
breeding areas should be avoided entirely. 
On former industrial sites, where early
successional habitats are especially valuable 
for biodiversity, topsoil stripping can be used to
restore suitable habitat. This technique can be
used on nutrient-rich substrates that support
swards too vigorous for the butterfly and which
are effectively unmanageable by conventional
means. Topsoil stripping inhibits the growth 
of vigorous plants, allows colonisation by the
foodplants and creates patches of bare ground. 


Scrub Control
Periodic scrub removal may be necessary at
some sites although some light, well-spaced
scrub can provide valuable shelter, especially 
on more exposed sites. Scrub can be cut on 
a rotation of 10-15 years to maintain existing
levels of cover. Where scrub reduction is
necessary, stumps should be treated with
herbicide to prevent regrowth. 


Habitat Creation
Suitable habitat can be created by either turf
stripping or importing inert, low nutrient status
substrates. Suitable materials include crushed
limestone, railway ballast, crushed concrete,
crushed brick, pulverised fuel ash and steel
slag. Natural colonisation is preferable to
reseeding, but results should be monitored 
to ensure desirable foodplants are present.
Where reseeding is needed it should be a
maximum of 50% of the area and only seeds 
of local provenance should be used. Foodplants
will take several years to reach the required size.


Habitat management for the Dingy Skipper
The aim is to maintain a sparse sward interspersed with plenty of bare ground. 
Some areas of tall vegetation should be retained. Sites need not be large providing 
high quality habitat is present and other habitats occur nearby.
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Grizzled Skipper
Pyrgus malvae
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The Grizzled Skipper is a characteristic spring butterfly of 
southern chalk downland and other herb-rich grassland habitats. 
Its rapid, buzzing flight can make it difficult to follow, but it stops
regularly either to perch on a prominent twig or to feed on flowers
such as Common Birdsfoot-trefoil or Bugle. It can then be identified
quite easily by the black and white checkerboard pattern on its
wings. The butterfly occurs across central and southern England,
and in South and North East Wales, commonly in small colonies,
and has declined in several regions, especially away from 
chalk soils.


Life cycle
The Grizzled Skipper is generally single brooded with adults flying from the end of April 
until mid-June. In warm springs this may be as early as mid-March, and in late years 
can fly until mid-July. In some parts of the country there can be a partial second brood 
in July and August. The eggs are laid singly on foodplants growing in warm positions, 
next to either bare ground or short vegetation (5cm). The larvae build a series of tents, 
formed by spinning together the edges of leaves, which protect them as they grow.
They leave these tents periodically to feed. They overwinter as pupae, which are
formed within cocoons of leaves and silk amongst low vegetation (under 30cm).


Population structure
Population structure is influenced by a number of factors, including the size and quality 
of habitat patches and the structure of bordering vegetation. In optimal habitats with 
high foodplant density, colony boundaries tend to be well defined. Populations in small 
or sub-optimal habitats with only minor barriers to dispersal tend to have a more open
structure and are more closely linked with other nearby patches. Populations are typically 
small (10-100 adults seen at peak) but some can contain as many as 1000 adults.


Conservation status
Priority Species in UK Biodiversity Action Plan.


Foodplants
A variety of plants from the Rosaceae
family are used, mainly Agrimony Agrimonia
eupatoria, Creeping Cinquefoil Potentilla
reptans and Wild Strawberry Fragaria vesca.
It may also use Barren Strawberry P. sterilis,
Tormentil P. erecta, Salad Burnet Sanguisorba
minor, Bramble Rubus fructicosus, Dog-rose
Rosa canina, and Wood Avens Geum urbanun.


Habitat
Three main habitats are used: 
1 Woodland rides, glades and clearings.
2 Unimproved grassland  
3 Abandoned industrial sites, such as 


disused mineral working spoil heaps, 
railway lines and even rubbish tips.


Occasionally it also breeds on heathland, 
damp grassland and dunes.J F M A M J J A S O N D
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Woodland rides, glades 
and clearings
Aim to maintain a continued supply of 
open habitat (ride, glades or clearings) 
that contain foodplants growing over 
bare ground in sunny conditions with
varied vegetation nearby.


Woodland and Ride Management
Conditions can be provided by clearing
woodland plots (e.g. by coppicing) and ride
management. Occasional disturbance of wide
sunny rides is beneficial, creating areas of bare
ground for breeding. This can be achieved by
cutting low to the ground through scarification 
of the surface or general disturbance by
machinery. Coppicing ride edge vegetation 
on a short rotation may also be helpful where 
no substantial area can be managed as
coppice. A network of open, sunny rides 
and glades is beneficial and may be essential 
to link clearings in high forest woodland.


Unimproved grassland and
abandoned industrial sites  
Aim to maintain a mosaic of short 
herb-rich grassland with patches of bare
ground for breeding, taller vegetation 
for shelter and roosting, and scrub for
mate-location and as foodplant habitat.


Grazing
Suitable conditions can be maintained by low 
to moderate stock grazing, especially winter
cattle. This creates patches of bare ground as
well as short vegetation. Sheep grazing is only
likely to be successful if bare ground is created
simultaneously through scrub clearance or
animal disturbance. Heavy spring grazing is 
to be avoided as it eliminates nectar sources,
which appear vital for the butterfly. Heavy
grazing by stock or rabbits is generally
detrimental as it creates a uniform short 
sward which is not favoured.


Moderate rabbit grazing and burrowing can
result in suitable conditions but populations
need to be carefully monitored. A contingency
plan needs to be established to implement
stock grazing in the event of a crash in rabbit
populations, or alternatively rabbit control or
fencing in the event of a population explosion.


Scrub Control
Patches of scattered young scrub (<5-10years
old) should be retained and ideally managed so
that a proportion is cut each year on rotation. 


Scarification and Topsoil Stripping
Periodic scraping to create bare ground 
can also lead to ideal conditions and is 
often the preferred management technique 
on abandoned industrial sites where grazing 
is rarely an option. Topsoil stripping inhibits the
growth of vigorous plants, allows colonisation 
by the foodplants and creates patches of 
bare ground.


Habitat Creation
Suitable habitat can be created by either turf
stripping or importing inert, low nutrient status
substrates. Suitable materials include crushed
limestone, railway ballast, crushed concrete,
crushed brick, pulverised fuel ash and steel
slag. Natural colonisation is preferable to
reseeding, but results should be monitored 
to ensure desirable foodplants are present.
Where reseeding is needed it should be a
maximum of 50% of the area and only 
seeds of local provenance should be used.
Foodplants will take several years to reach 
the required size.


Habitat management for the Grizzled Skipper
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